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KURJ WDKD 

This   research  was   performed  by  the  Army   Research   Institute--Fort 
Benninq  Field   Unit.      It    is  part  of   an  onqoinq  proqram  directed  toward 
develo{>ment   of   cost-et fective  mt'thods   lor   in'lividual   and  collective 
traimnq.     This   proqram   includfs   research   on  multiple   aspects  of  the 
desiqn,   development,   evaluation,   and  inteqration  of  c«jst- and  traininq- 
effective  Army  traininq  systems. 

This   report   presents   the  method and   results  of   a   study  to  validate 
personnel   task   descriptions   for  the  new  AN/TyP-Jb  radar   system.     The 
tasks  were  described  as   a  step   in   traininq   system  development,   and  the 
validation  was   performed   to assure  the  completeness  and  accuracy of   these 
descriptions.     The  study was desiqned and perfoimtd   in   response  to  re- 
quests by  the   U.S.   Army  Field Artillery  School   (USAFAS)   and the  U.S.   Army 
Traininq  and   Doctrine  Command   (TRADOC)   Traininq  Devices   Directorate. 

The  study   was   executed at  the  AN/TPy-3b  contractor's   plant  and  at 
Fort  Carson,   Colo.,   usinq  the  new equipment   tt.iininq   (NET)   proqrams, 
maintenance  demonstrations,   and  operational   test   II   (OT   II)   as  vehicles. 
Close coordination  with   AR1  concerninq  schedules   and  events  by  Leo W. 
Wail,   USAFAS   Supervisor   Traininq  Specialist,   resulted   in  a  successful 
task-validation  effort. 

ARI   research   in   traininq  systems  development   is  conducted  as  an   in- 
house effort   augmented  by contracts  with  selected orqanizations having 
unique capabilities   for  research  in  the area.     This  study was performed 
by ARI   personnel   from the   Fort   Benninq,   Ga.,   Field  Unit.     The  project, 
conducted  as   part  of   Army   Project   2g763731A773,   FY  76  Work   Proqram,   and 
Army  Project   2ß763743A773,   FY 77,   was  directly  responsive  to the require- 
ments  of   the   USAFAS  and   TRADOC. 

kJü«:PH   ZEIDN^R 
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TASK  VALIDATION   FOK   THE  AN/TPy-36   RADAR   SYSTEM 

I 

BRIEF 

X 
'■4 - Hequirementl t^*-1 

*»         

^o validate task descriptions for operator and maintenance personnel 
in the new AN/TQP-36 radar system and to assess the suitability of the 
26B MOS for system maintenance, in support of programs to develop the 
radar training system and the parent system concurrently. 

Procedure: 

The validation effort consisted of two steps:  (4) an analysis and 
revision of the original task descriptions based on data from an operator 
training course, a maintenance demonstration, and interviews with devel- 
opment test II (DT II) and training course participants; and (A) an eval- 
uation of the revised descriptions through performance observation and 
i or sonne 1 survey during the AN/'BQIJ,-36 operational test II (OT II )l 

Findings; 
\ 

The task validation results are most definitive for the operator 
tasks and least definitive for the direct support/general support (DS/GS) 
maintenance tasks.  The sets of revised task descriptions were generally 
adequate bases for a fully valid set of tasks.  Needed changes include: 

1. Specification and inclusion of additional tasks omitted from 
the original set. 

2. Modification and, in some cases, expansion of some original 
descriptions so as to more accurately describe the content and 
scope of the task. 

3. Reassessment of which position is responsible for performing 
some tasks. 

4. Description of the DS/GS diagnostic tasks at a more consistent 
and functional level. 

■ 

The evidence suggests that the 26B MOS is not entirely suitable for 
AN/TQP-36 requirements.  A systematic study is recommended to determine 
if the best approach is to modify present 268 MOS training or to create 
a new MOS. 

I r _£ - 
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Jobholders'   opinions   rsqardinq task   learning  difficulty  and appi v^- 
l>i»Af««   ti.tnutui  sit«*  W«M e   .tlso  ohtamwd: 

1.       Most    of    t hi«   op«>i.ttot    t <lsVs   Wftf   t.itf.l   f.tsv   to    If.tin,    with   only 
11%   ratud   as  modetately   dltfloult.      In   oontrast,   S0*-70%   of   tin* 
oi vjanirat lonal   and  PS  C.S   tasks  were   rateil  as  mod-rately  diffi- 

milt   ot   difficult   to   learn. 

.'.      Wi t M   it«K}H»it   to   ttalninq   location,   bnth  school   and  on-iob- 

tt.timng   (IKJT)   weif   selected   fo«    all   opt'iati't   tasks,   all   oniani- 
/.tt ii>nal   mamt enan.-e   tasks,   and  H«'»   of   the  PS  vis  maintenance 
tasks. 

t'tiliration of  Findings: 

The   i.-suits  of   this   study   Alt'  U< uui   use!   to   lealirt»   a   fmalired  set 
of   t.isk   dfsct ipt ioi\s,   to  develop   IVI's   and   soldieis"   manuals,   as  an   it.put 
to   the   .^H  Mi^S  suitability  question,   and  as   an   input   to   the   design  and 
develojiroent   of   operator   and  maintenance   training  devices   and  aasociateii 

scenarios. 

__.*. ■MS 
y  . 
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TASK VALIDATION POM THE AN TP^'-J^ KAPAK SYSTEM 

INTKOOUCTION 

T»ie   U.S.   Army   Kiel«!   Artillery  Si'hoDl   (USAKAS)   is   .It'vo lopinu  tt.iinnui 
ptovjums   for   tin»  ojH-t.itois,   or viam/at ional-lt»vel   mechanics,   arul  .ürtv-t 
sujijH>rt/qener4l  sup{>ort   (ÜS/üS)  mt>i-h.inic« of  tho AN TPsJ-J»'  idilai ,  one of 
the two railars  in  the Firefuuler «ystem  (oriqindlly called the Mortar and 
Artillery Locatimi   Kadars   (MAIA)K)   system)   currently  undei   development. 
The AN TPv'"-**5»  a highly mobile  radar  for automatically  locating mortar 
and other  hiqh-anglu  weapons  and short-range   rockets,   consists  of  a  shel- 
ter mounted on  a  gamaqoat   and a trailer.     The shelter contains display 
control  consoles  for  operators,   computer  equipmont,   and  communications 
eijuijiment.     'Hie  antenna,   system generator,  and  associated  equipment   are 
mounted on the  trailer. 

As an early step  in   the   instructional   systems  development   (ISO) 
approach adopted by USAFAS   (TRADOC,   197J;  TRAPOO,    1975),   the  tasks to be 
{>er formed  by   incumbents  of   each  position  wer««  described.      USAKAS  then 
asked the  U.S.   Army  Research   Institute  (ARI)   Field Unit at  Fort Benning, 
oa.,   to undertake a   field  validation of   the  task   descriptions  and  to 
examine the suitability of   the P.tP Military Occupational   Specialty   (MOS) 
for system maintenance.     Suitability of   2bB questioned  MOS was  because 
innovations  m  the Firefinder  equipment   were  believed to call  for mainte- 
nance skills different   from those defined by MOS 26B20 and  26I30« 

This  report   presents  ARI's   findings  on  the  extent   to  which  the  task 
descriptions accurately anil  completely define  the  three   iobs  and on the 
suitability of  the ^6B MOS  for  system maintenance.     The  body of  the 
report  presents  the method,   results,   conclusions,   and  recommendations of 
the validation study.     The  appendixes contain the  following: 

1. Appendix A contains   the original   task  statements provided to 
ARI  by  USAFAS  for  validation. 

2, Appendix  P presents   the  revised task statements developed from 
the original  task  descriptions and validated during Operational 
Test   II   (OT  ID   of   the AN TPv>-J6. 

J.     Appendixes C,   D,   and  E present  selected  detailed  results on  the 
validity of some tasks of  the operator,   organizational-level 
mechanic,   and DS/GS mechanic,   respectively.     The  complete 
results are available  from the  files of  the  AK1   Field Unit  at 
Fi rt  Benning. 

4.     Appendix  F summarizes  responses to three questionnaires admin- 
istered to  jobholders  during OT II. 
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Rather  than  prt*Bentinq  a  final   set of   tasks,   this   report  provid«! 
the   basis   for  davvlopinq a  task  set which  a cunwuttee  of   subject-matter 
•xp«rta  could act  on.      In  addition  to ARI's  task-analytic  and operational 
experience,   in-depth  knowledge  of   the   AN   ;i.    H    sy   t i m,    it«  empluyitvent, 
and  operator  and mechanic  traiiunq are needed to  formulate a  complete and 
valid  tank   list« 

METHOh 

Three  steps  wore   undertaken   to  validate  the original   task   descrip- 
tions.      First,   the   task   desnipt^ons   were  analyzed   to   identify   necessary 
revisions.     Serond,   the  onqinal   statements  were  revised  to  serve  as  a 
framework  for data collection.     Third,   task  validation  data were  collected 
throuqh  ohservation and survey  of  OT   II  personnel   in  the   field. 

The analysis  of   the  onqinal   task descriptions   used   iniormdtion  from 
five principal  sources:     («*)   technical  manuals;     (b)   an  operator's   train- 
ing  course conducted   in January   1977;   (c)   a maintenance  demonstration 
conducted  in  February   1977;    (d)   discussions with  subject-matter   experts; 
and   (e)   task-analysis   materials   accompanying  the original   descriptions. 
These materials variously  described standards/criteria   for evaluating 
task   performance,   task   elements,   requisite  knowledqes/ski 1 Is,   and  refer- 
ences  to technical  materials des.   r ibinq the task. 

ius.-.l  on this   Information,   three  analytic  operations  were  undertaken. 
First,   the  onqinal   descriptions   were   reorganized.      Hie   task   statements 
were originally  grouped as  tasks  of  both  the operator  and orqanizai.ional- 
l.'vcl   mechanic,   tasks   of   the  organizatlonal-level   mechanic  only,   and 
tasks  of  the DS/GS mechanic.     These were  reorganized  into three new  lists, 
each containing tasks  that  are  the primary responsibility of  one  job 
position only.      These   reorganized  task   lists  appear    in   Appendix  A.     This 
reorganization  assumed  cumulative  skill  qualification   from operator 
(lowest),   to organizational-level  mechanic,   to DS/GS mechanic. 

Second,   the  adequacy   of   each   task  statement  as  a   task  description 
was analyzed and assessed.     A task  was defined as  a  sequence  of  activities 
that   (a)   together  have   identifiable   start   and  end   conditions,    (b)   may   be 
performed   inde[>endently of  other activity sequences,   and  (c)   cannot   be 
meaningfully divided   into   separate  performances.      Assessment   criteria 
included the accuracy,   completeness,   and specificity  with which  a  task 
was   described. 

HEP TM   1 1-bB4U-3b4-12 was   the   technical  manual   consulted  for  the  oper- 
ator  and organizational-level   mechanic   ich positions,   with  Change   1, 
February   1976,   to  this  manual   available,   PEP TM   11-bH4U-3S4-1  and  PEP 
TM   1 1-'ji»4U-Jt?4-.'   (both,   October   1976)   providing   information  about   the 
DS/GS position,   changes  to which were not  available   for  review. 
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Third« the L'i.>mi>l(<ten«ss  and «dequacy of  each  ]ob descri(<t i><tt were 
evaluated. A  list  required augmentation  if either  (a)   a task was not 
included  in the  list  <>i   (b)   several  separate tasks were described as a 
single task in the original   list. 

These  analyst's   il««ntituvl   t ho   t »*qui n-nu-nt ü   toi   ifvision  nt   the  viiig- 
mal   tas.k   desi-npt ions.     AK1   itulojHMidt-nt 1 y  it-vis»-!  t h»-   oti^inal   desi-t ip- 
t ions   for   tho  operator  and  •« <jan ir<«t ional-l>v.'1   ii.-ti.u i. .      ^Hll■'<•- '-m.tt t. t 
t-xp'it   .   «i • .      ..   ;.■ !   •      i.■-.iso   the   original   PS >,.S  ».»sk   >.'at i-mont s ;   t t i-i <■- 
tote,   the   L1S, OS  tasks  Wet i-   •    .■ i ;.<■ 1   tluviuih  woikuivi  m«'etin>is   held  ^t 
USAKAS.      The  three  revised  task   lists   ate  piesente.l   m   Appeiulix   H. 

Kield  data  wete  rollert e.1   .hituu)   two  p.-ti.'ls  .'f   the   .\N  Tl'v^Jb  OT   II 
in order   to validate  the   revisevl  task   vlesi-r ipt ions.     PUIITUI  the   ptimaiy 
data-collection  s>ot lod  of   4-P»  May,   both   ttietully  anil   hostile   t 11 <>  exet- 
.is.>s   wete   coniluvte^l.      Kailai   maintainability  w,i-     icrv • ' • .it <■ t   .iwii-i     t h< 
second period,   22-2 3 June. 

Pur in«.)   both  peti'ds,   thiee   lategoties   i>t    Lit a  were   collected   by 
litectly   obsetv^Ki   o|H>iatv>ls    i n    -    4'   aiv)   mechaincs   In 1    tot    ea. 

HH-chanic   posit i."i*   .1-.   they   pe i t  't r.c.i   then    lespective   duties.      Knst,   the 
occurrence of tasks   in  the revised task   lists was recoi le.i.     Secotul, 
teneial   obset vat ions   ab.>ut   tasks   alieady   listr.l   i    •.  about    the   < \ ■.   t<;    r 

ot    idditional   tasks  wete   noted.      Thud,   to  vet it y  obs«>ivat ions   of   .\ 
mechanic's   jn^t t oi mance,   the   mechanic  was  quest loins!  .ittei    the   c<.>mplet ion 
of  each maintenance  activity.     The  mechanic  rejvtte»!   in  t\is  viwn wvu'ds 
the   tasks   undertaken   to   tepait   a   pi obi. n  AV~\ associatevl   his  .leset ipt ions 
with  task  descriptions   in the  revised task   list. 

Puring the primary data collection penoil,   t ive  operators  atul both 
mechanics  completed quest ionna 11 es   sttuctute.i to obtain   mtotmation   spe- 
cific to each  task.     Kor each task  in their respective task  lists,  opera' 
tois  mechanics   I e;qH>nded  to   the   items   in   Kigute   1.      In   addition,   they 
responded  to  three   genetal-issue   items   designed  to   identity   inaccuracies, 
areas  of   incompleteness,   and  general   inad«>quacies   ll^   the   revised  task 
descriptions.     Finally,   pertinent   to MOS gual 11 u at ion,   both orqamra- 
t ional-level   and Dt/GS   mechann-s   responde'.  to  the   following   item:      "Was 
your   26B  training  applicable  to maintenance of   the  AN  TP^J-Jb  radar?     List 
those  asiH'cts  that   were   applicable.     Also   list   those   aspects   that   wete 
not   applicable."     The  DS öS mechanic  also  seviewed  the   PS ÖS  task   list   to 
identify   tasks   for  which  the   organirational-level   mechanic   has   primary 
responsibility. 

mum MH* 
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Did you perform thl» task during OT IIT     (S«l«ct on«) 

  YM 

 no 

How difficult wu It to laarn how to prrfor» this tuk orofIclcntly? 
(Cttcla th« nuab«r of your  raapon»«.) 

vary 
difficult 

■odaTataly 
difficult 

not 
difficult 
at all 

■odarataly 
aaay 

Whcrr ahould oparatora/aalntananca paraonnal ba tralnad to parfora thla 
taak?  (Salact only on*.) 

In achool 

Partly In ichool and partly through practlca on-tha-Job. 

On-tha-]ob training only. 

If you indicated that all or part of training for thla taak ahould occur 
In achool, wti«t typa of achool training la ■required'! (Salact aa «any aa 
daalrad.) 

The atudant ahould be told about Cha taak and how to do It. 

Parforaanca of the taak ahould ba daaonatratad to the atudant. 

The atudant ahould practlca the taak to bacoaa fiBtllar with hew 
to do it. 

The atudant ahould practlca the taak until ha can parfora it 
akillfully. 

Figure   1.     Task-specific questionnaire   items. 

t   ■ . ittai^ii^ ■txttji 
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RESULTS,   CONCLUSIONS,   AND   RECOMMENDATIONS 

Task  Validation 

The task-validation data are most definitive for the  operator posi- 
tion;   least   definitive   for the DS/GS mechanic.     Factors contributing to 
this   variation include  differences   in sample size (five operators   as 
opposed to  one organizational-level   mechanic and one   DS/GS  mechanic); 
differences   in  levels   of training   (the DS/GS mechanic was   not MOS  quali- 
fied);   available  documentation  (operator and organizational  maintanance 
technical manual   changes were  available;   DS/GS manual   changes were   not 
available);   and events  during OT II   (most   operator tasks,   half the  orga- 
nizational  maintenance   tasks,   and only one-fourth of   the DS/GS tasks were 
actually performed). 

The strongest and  most   definitive recommendations  therefore will be 
made   for operator  tasks,  while recommendations   for DS/GS tasks will be 
more  suggestive and less specific.     Moreover, all conclusions and  recom- 
mendations presented here should be   viewed  in terms of recent changes in 
equipment or maintenance allocation   charts  which would impact on task 
performance   or the assignment   of tasks to   job positions. 

a.    Operator  Tasks. 

(1)     Suitability of   Revised  Task   List. 

(a) Findings. 

Of the  47 tasks in the  revised   list,   performance of 41  was either 
directly observed   by researchers or   reported by  operators  during OT  II. 
The tasks reflected in   the remaining  six  statements   (operator:   30,   33, 
38,  40,  41,   42, Appendix B)  were not  performed.     Based on the operator's 
technical manual,   it appears   that the  latter six statements  do describe 
actual  tasks   but that test conditions did  not permit  their  occurrence 
during the primary observation period. 

(b) Conclusions. 

The revised task list describes  activities   required to  operate and 
perform operator maintenance   responsibilities on the AN/TPQ-36 radar. 

(c) Recommendations. 

The revised task list should be  used  as the  basis  for  development of 
the final operator task  list« 
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{2)     Actvurtt-y »f   UwHiTift>t ion. 

(a) rinding«! 

Sevei4l  .»|>ei,tlotM   irtitiivttad   that    oM taMk   (optMAtori   20,   Appt-iutis  |) 
i >J   itfluvant   to   opuidt ton  of  tli«   t ,1.1.11    but   1B   not   t h«  i'aa|H>ns i bl llty  of 
tha i>per«tor.       Hn-y   suqijeiiteil ttiat  thla  t.i-ik   la |>erformait lnat«Aii  by 
Muperviuory paraonneli 

(b) t-omlumona. 

'I'ha   revlaail tdak   list    la  not   «ntirely  oi'i-ui <tte as   A  Job   definition. 
At    least   on»«  t „tak may   not   be the   j«B|H>nall>i I 11 y i»f   rodar oparatota. 

( c)     Karommamlat lona. 

Asaesa  the   afot oment loneil   task   (opMratt>rt   20,   ApiHtndlx  C)   to  deter- 
mine   it    it   ia   m  fai't   an  i»perator  taak.     If   not,   delete   It  from the 
operator   taak   list   «ivl place  It    in the   list   of  tanks for tha   appropriate 
job posit ion. 

{ i)     i.\>m|datenesti   of  IVacript ion. 

(a) Pindina>« 

Ulacusslona with  operators   an»! ill ract   i>i>Bervat ion   also   inillcatail 
that   tun   taak   list   may  he   incomplote with roapei-t    to the  followlnij   par- 
torroani-a   areas    (operatOVI    IJi   1t>,    17,    )^,   JD,   Appenilix   1)| 

1. Chaiuiiiuj of   aearch patv-imetera; 

<.'. rommun ication with a «nit calling ft>r a   friendly fire mlaalon; 

1. Kadar   gunnery; 

4. Hetei't ion ami prooeaalnq of  hoatlle   targets; 

5. Operator auparviaion; 

b.     Cover»    concealment,  and   camouflaqe; 

7.      Survey   akilla and  inapttjadliuj;   aiul 

It     Vehu-le (Irivinq. 

(b) Conrluaiona. 

The   revised task   list   is not   complete aa   a deacriptlon of   the  oper- 
ator  Job. 

-    —-   '■ — -        - 
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( c )     Ki'c:nmmi'iiit.it i ons . 

1. Ravlew  the  t.isk   list and  reaponaibi I i t tea  of operators   to  idi'ii- 
tify the  tasks  that  should be aiMnl to  the  list,  «'s|>ecially  for   the per- 
fotmanci»   .itt'd.s   -jusf   rnrnt loiifii.     lot   ■irtMn  of    i ru-nmpl »'t »'IU'.S-; ,   detivo   t h«' 
niM cs.s.ir y   t.i.sk   ilt-sn ipt ions. 

2, Kiitfcn   t.isks,   otujinally   itc.siijn.it i-d   tot   both   tin« operator   ami 
ortjanizatlonal-level  mectianic    were   jud^sd  to  be the  resiionsibility of 
the   onjanizational-lev«']   me<-h.iiu.    .ilone.     ConKo^uent ly,   tlit>y were  [daced 
in   ttie  task   liüt    lor   the  merliati I c.      I'IU-UC   task»   (opetatot:    1-1!),   Appendix 
H)   should   he   reviewed   to  assuic   t h.i*   operators   are   not   to perform  them. 
These   taaksi   should  tu«   reinslated   m   the  operator's   task   list   if   they  are 
performed  by operators. 

( 4 )     Adeouacy   of   Task   l)e?;cr ipt r on . 

(a) fi ndi tiij.s. 

Observation   and  survey  data   were  otit a r ned  on   the  adequacy  of   t lie 
t.isk   statem«Mits   as  task   descriptions.     Several   statements  were   found  to 
he   inadequate. 

1. Several    revised  task   statements   appear   to describe more   than   one 
t.i.sk   (operator:    1J,   lb,    lb,    19,   2i,   2b,   27,   Appendix   »). 

2. In   the   revised   task   list,   t lit>  operator's   |ob   is  describeti   in 
terms   of   equipment    operation.     Dbservation   smmt'sted   that   operators' 
t.isks   in  several   areas   (operator;    IS,    It.,    17,   20,   Appendix  H)  are   not 
completely   descr ibed  by  equipment   opet.it ion.      Kather,   such  tasks   seem  to 
involve  performatu-e  so   that   the   radar   aeeomplishea   its   tactical   functions 
in  a   combat   s i f u.rt ion. 

).     Two   revised  statements   (opet.itor:    tj,    lb.   Appendix   H)   describe 
performances  that   are possibly procedures  of   other tasks as opposed to 
t.isks   per   so. 

4.      The   tasks   letlected   in   several   statements  .ire   ditlicnlt    to  under- 
stand   (operator:    14,   2),   ..'<>,   Appendix   H)   because   the;   are   not   described 
in commonly   recoqnized  terminology« 

(b) Conelusions. 

Several    items   in   the   revised  operator    task    list   are   not   adequate   as 
task  descriptions  and require  further revision. 

.~  ..«.„...i^ 
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(c)  Recommendations. 

The following are recommended to improve the adequacy of the task 
descriptions. 

1. Determine if the task statements presented under numbers 12, 15, 
16, 19, 23, 26, and 27, Appendix C, actually describe multiple tasks. 
If so, develop separate task descriptions for each task.  Three general 
criteria should be used in making this determination.  The first is the 
definition of a task presented earlier (see page 3).  If a statement 
describes more than one task according to this definition, each task 
should be described separately.  The second criterion is that the proce- 
dures, steps, or sequences of activities involved in candidate tasks 
differ from those of other tasks.  The third criterion is that the pre- 
requisite knowledges and skills for the candidate tasks differ. 

2. Evaluate the tasks presented under numbers 15, 16, 17, and 20, 
Appendix C, to determine if they completely describe the required perfor- 
mances.  In particular, determine if these tasks should reflect the 
tactical employment of the radar as w«!! as equipment operation.  That 
is, these tasks directly concern operation of the radar to accomplish its 
combat functions.  They are presently described in terms of equipment 
operation.  This is compatible with the notion, expressed in discussions 
with USAFAS, that radar operators are not responsible for tactics. 
Observation generally supports this view; however, it did appear that 
operators do have responsibility for decisions/actions which influence 
tactical effectiveness.  In conducting hostile fire missions, for example, 
the operator's apparent function is to operate the radar so that as many 
targets as possible are rapidly and accurately processed.  It is question- 
able whether this function is completely described by the revised task 
list.  In particular, the present task descriptions do not describe the 
activities potentially required of operators (for example, decisions about 
the use of target averaging or methods of operation under ECM) required 
to apply the capabilities of the radar so that these effects are obtained. 
The intent of this recommendation is to insure that USAFAS determines the 
extent to which operators have a responsibility for such tactical func- 
tions and that, to the extent necessary, the task list is revised to 
reflect these functions. 

3. Determine if tasks presented under numbers 13 and 15, Appendix C, 
describe elements of a task as opposed to a task itself.  If so, delete 
these statements from the task list, and take actions to insure that the 
actual operator task is completely described. 

4. Evaluate all statements to determine if they are described in 
terms that are readily understood by trained radar operators.  If not, 
revise them accordingly.  Three tasks (operator: 14.  1, 26, Appendix C) 
are described in unfamiliar terms. 

IMHi ■ M I^J --. i ..rat- 
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b.      Ot ^jdni/at lona 1-Lrvfl   Ma t ntenanct»  'I'dsks. 

( 1)      Suit.itultty  t)(   RfVistnl  Tdt>k   List . 

(a)    rinding»« 

f 

. 

Observation  of  performances  and the  organicat lonal-lev«*!   mfi-hainc-'s 
responses   to  the   BUI vey   : n.'t t unuTit   pi ov i ili-d   l.tt .»  .1;.   to whet lift    t hr 
i<'v;st?d  task   list   describes   tasks   pi-r 101 mtMl by   t lie  mechanic.     Suivt-y 
1 <•:.",.uses   arc  summarized   1 ti   Ap(n>ndix   ^'.      The mechanic  indicated   that   ht> 
tiad  p»'t f 01 mt-ii   JJ   of   the   /U   t .»sks    in   tin-   »»'vised   task    list    pri«'»    to  01 
during primary  obsft vat ion  poiio.i;   moreov«-!,   tlir«»e   tasks,   which   the 
orqanizational-lcvfl   mt'<-hanic   tcpoitt-d   ru't   luivinij  performt'd  |<i 101   to   it, 
were   directly ohaerveil   durinq  the   maintenance  ilemonst rat i on  of   OT   II. 
These  tasks  are   also   designated   m   Appendix   K.      Thus,   half   of   the   tasks 
in  the  revise«! oryaniarational-level  maintenance   task   list   were  performed 
iunnq  C^T   II.      Kesponses   to   the  quest lomuiire   indicateil   that   the   tasks 
retlected   in   the   1 ema 1111 IUI    JH  statements   were   recognized   by   the   orqani- 
zational-level   mechanic as  beinq  his  responsibility. 

( b)     L'onc 1 us ions. 

The revised task list for the organizational-level mechanic describes 
tasks performed by incumbents of this position to m.iint.nn the AN., Tlv- !o 
1   .1    I.I!    • 

(c)     Kecommendations. 

The   revised   task   list   should   be  used   to  develop   the   t mal   orM.in 1 .".a- 
t 1 oiui 1-leve I   ma 1 tit enance   task   list. 

( <!)     Accuracy   of   PesLiiption 

(a)     Fitulinijs. 

; 

The revised task list contains two tasks (mechanic: 3, 1J, Appendix 
B) which the or qanizat ional-level mechanic tecocjnizeil as tasks but which 
are   not   described   in  a   more   recent,   version of   the  technical   manual. 

(b) Conclusions. 

Due   to  chanyes   in   the  AN/TPy-Jfa radar  system,   it    is possible   that 
the   tasks  described by   these   statements  are no   lonjer   the   responsibility 
of   the orqanizational-level  mechanic. 

(c) Kecommendat ions. 

1.     Determine  if   tasks   3 and   13 describe activities which are  the 
primary  responsibility  of  the orqanizational-level   mechanic.     If   they are 
not,   delete  them   from  task  list  for  this  position and   reallocate   them to 
the  appropriate   list. 

-^  ■ ^.:.   ,. y     --   1 —    ■        
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2. As part of the reorganization presented in Appendix A, task num- 
bers 1-15 were allocated to the organizational-level mechanic. The accu- 
racy of this allocation should be reviewed by  subject matter experts. 

( 3)    Completeness of   Description. 

(a)     Findings. 

Two tasks in the original task list (mechanic: 2, 25, Appendix A) 
were not included in the revised list.  Discussions with the organiza- 
tional-level mechanic suggest, however, that these do constitute actual 
tasks. Also, two additional tasks (mechanic: 41, Appendix B) were identi- 
fied as a result of OT II. 

(b) Conclusions. 

The revised task is  incomplete. 

(c) Recommendations • 

Assess the  revised task   list overall  for completeness.     Also, the 
two tasks   identified in  item 41,  Appendix D,   should be  added to the task 
list.    Finally,   two of  the original task statements   (see numbers 2 and 
25)   should be evaluated to determine whether they should be  reinstated as 
task descriptions. 

(4)    Adequacy of Task Description. 

(a)     Findings. 

Several task statements are  inadequate  as task  descriptions.     One 
revised task statement   (mechanic:   15,  Appendix B)   Implies  that the task 
is performed only after the   results of a particular test have been 
obtained.     Evidence indicates that the task  Is performed under other con- 
ditions as well. 

Several revised task statements  (mechanic:  4,   5,   6,   35,   38,   39, 
Appendix B)  describe multiple troubleshooting procedures or the replace- 
ment/alignment of more than one Item within a functional area of the sys- 
tem.    In the revised task list,  multiple operations or  Items were combined 
into a single statement when the procedures  and prerequisite knowledges/ 
skills for all  combined operations appeared to be similar. 

Observation of selected maintenance actions suggested that the fre- 
quency,  sensitivity,  or difficulty of all operations combined into a 
single task Is  not necessarily the same.     These differences suggest that 
certain combined operations should be broken Into separate tasks. 

Two problems were Identified with the descriptions of tasks under- 
taken to correct faults.     First, several corrective tasks  (mechanic:  36, 
38,   39,   Appendix B)  are described redundantly in the task list.     Second, 
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it  beramo quest iondbl<>  whether all   correct ivt»   tdHKs   hdil  t* en   i.lent i f i«vK 
Specifically,   AH  a   fault    nlent i f leaf ion   tewt    is   corulucteil,   the  mechanic 
executes  certain  act ii>ns   (for example,   card   replacements)   that   may  cor- 
rect   the   iilentified   fault. 

The  knowleiities   anil  skills  required  to execute  corrective actions  did 
not appear  to  differ   from those  required   to execute  other actions  com- 
prising   the   test.      t'onsequent ly,   such  actions  were   described   m   the   revi- 
sions  as   part   ol   the   teat   procedures.     The   adequacy  of   tins  approach  was 
questioned  by   the  mannei    in which  the  mechanic   described  his  actions.      In 
particular,   distinctions  were made  l>etween  actions   throuqh whici»  the 
source  of  a   failure   is   identified and actions  that   correct   it.     Such  dis- 
tinctions  sui|t|est   that   |>erhaps  several   of   the  corrective actions  should 
be   identified   as  separate   tasks. 

(b) Conclusions. 

The  adequacy of   certain  task  descriptions   is  questionable.     These 
descriptions   require   further   analysis   to   determine  whether   and  how  they 
should  be mollified. 

(c) Kecommendat ions. 

1. Revise   the   followinq  task   description   (see   number    lb.   Appendix   H) 
by deleting  reference   to  the  results  of   the  transmitter   power off-line 
fault   isolation  test:      "In accordance with   the   results of   the  transmitter 
power   off-line   fault   isolation test,   use   the  Transmitter   Troubleshootiiuj 
lUaqram   (DEP TM   11-584U-J5<i-12,   current   version)   to  diagnose problems  and 
to identify  necessary  corrections."     Data   tuuniest   that   this  task   is   some- 
times  performed  when   this   test   has  not   been   conducted. 

2. Use  the  criteria   advanced earlier    (see   recommendation   (4)(c)1, 
operator   tasks)   to  determine   if  tasks   identified  under  numbers  4,   5,   t>, 
35,   and   39,   Appendix  D,   each  describe  multiple   tasks.      If  so,   describe 
each  task  separately. 

3. Three   steps  are   recomi... .uled  to offset   the   redundancy and poten- 
tial  incompleteness  of   the corrective  taska   identified above.     First, 
determine  if  corrective  actions,   not   presently  described as  separate 
tasks,   should  be   identified as separate  tasks.     This   may  be accomplished 
by analyzinq  seven  tasks   (see numbers  4,   5,   6,   7,   8,   9,   and   14,   Appendix 
r>)  which  describe  both   fault   identification  procedures  and corrective 
actions   in a  single   task   statement.     Second,   develop  a  separate task 
statement   for  each  corrective  task  that   is   identified   in  the  first  step 
and for which  separate  task descriptions  have  not   already been developed. 
These  two steps  should  reduce  the  incompleteness  of   the  task   list.     Third, 
revise  each of   the  seven  tasks analyzed   in   the  first   step by deleting 
reference  to corrective  actions.     One of   these  statements,   for example, 
presently appears  as   follows!     "Perform the  weapons   location unit   fault 
isolation  test,   to  include taking corrective  actions   in accordance with 
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pi iiUi.>ut .s/Misplay«. " I'h... ;.i alomont wovilil hi' ifviso.l .Iü IOIIOWB: "Per- 
form thi> weajH.n.s location unit fault isolation test." This third action 
would reduce  the   redundancy   in  the  revised  task   list. 

C«     l).'i,'C".S  Maintetuince   Tasks. 

( 1)     Suitability  ot   Rcvitied Task  List. 

(a)      Kindin^b« 

Data were  collected concenunij  the  extent   to which  tho  revised  task 
statements  describe  actual   L)S/(JS maintenance  tasks.      Only   14 of  the b8 
tasks were  either  observed  as  pet formet! or   reported  as  pei formed by  the 
DS/GS mechai ic  during  OT   II.     Tahle   1  summarizes  these   tasks  hy  their 
mimbers   in   the   revised  task   list   (see  Ap|HM\dix   Bl.      The  mechanic's 
responses  to  the   survey   instiument   suqqest,   howevei ,   that   he recoi.jnized 
all   the  remainituj   tasks   <i;.   perlormances   «equiied  to   maintain  the  AN/ 
TPV,-36.     Thiiu,   tho   revised  task  statementu   appi-ai   to   dobcribe mainte- 
nance  pe«fotmances. 

Table   1 

DS/GS Tasks Per formet!  During OT   11 
(by Task-List   Numbei ) 

Observation 
of   task 

performame 

IS  t.S   m< ibanic's   icpoiti 
of   own  peifoimance 

..isk 

reported 
Task   not 
reported 

: 

Task observed 

Task not 
obset ve<l 

1,   2,    18. 
Ob,   Ob,   b? 

(n  -  6) 

3,   lb 

(n - 2) 

B,   14,   26, 
31,   49,   b4 

(n   -  6) 

See other 
tasks  in 
task   list 

in        54) 

Data  as  to whether  these maintenance performances  are tasks of   the 
DS/GS mechanic were  also  collected.     In   responding   to  the questionnaire, 
the  rs/GS mechanic  allocated primary  responsibility   for  each  task.     Of 
the OS  tasks,   43 wore   judged to be  the   responsibility of  the  DS/GS 
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mechanic.     Of  the  remaining   25 tasks,   22 were   judged  to be   the responsi- 
bility of the organizational-level mechanic,    1  an  operator/crew task,   and 
2 debatable   (that  is,   either   DS/GS or organizational-level   maintenance). 
These data suggest a  sizable  part   (36%)  of the  revised task   list may not 
be   the responsibility  of the   DS/GS mechanic. 

The available technical   manuals were examined to  determine  if the 
mechanic's suggested  reallocations of the 25  tasks  assigned   to DS/GS 
match the task  allocations   implied by the manuals.     Table   2  summarizes 
by  task number   the  results of   this analysis.     Materials  in   the technical 
manuals indicated that   15 of   the  25 tasks which  the DS/GS mechanic judgeJ 
to be allocated  to another  jobholder are the  responsibility  of the DS/GS 
mechanic;   1 is  the responsibility of the organizational-level mechanic; 
and,   for the remaining  9 tasks,   responsibility  could not be   determined. 
These data suggest considerable disagreement  between  the DS/GS mechanic 
and  the technical  manual. 

Table  2 

Allocation  of Questionable DS/GS Tasks 
(by Task Numbers) 

Technical 
manual 

allocation 

DS/GS mechanic's  judgment of appropriate 
 reallocation of   some  DS/GS  tests 

Organizational Operator/crew 
Organizational 

or DS/GS 

DS/GS Ö,  9,    10,   11, 
12,   13,    21,   27, 
32,   33,    34,   35, 
61 

(n   =   13) (n   -   0) 

14,   41 

(n =  2) 

Organizational 60 

(n   =   1) (n  =  0) (n = 0) 

Questionable 4,   5,   6,   25, 
62,   63,   64,   65 

45 

(n   =  8) (n  =   1) (n ■ 0) 
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(b) Conclusions. 

The suitability of   the  reviseil task  list  as a basis for   the  final 
DS/GS  job  lescription   is  uncertain.     Only a  small nvunber of   maintenance 
activities were observed  itui inq OT  II and only one mechanic  was  available 
for  questioning.     The   available  >iata suggest,   however,   that   an  appreciable 
number of  the  tasks  listed may  not  be DS/GS  tasks. 

(c) Recowmendat ions. 

Each of  the  revised tasks   should be assessed to  assure  that   it  is the 
responsibility of  the   DS/GS mechanic.    Those  tasks  wbich are  this mechan- 
ic's  responsibility  should then  be used  in  the  development   of   the final 
DS/GS task  list.     Tasks  which  are  determined to be   the responsibility of 
another position  should be placed   in the task  list   for that   position. 

(2)     Completeness of  Description. 

(a)     Findings. 

Data on  the completeness of   the task  list   indicate that   the task 
list   is not exhaustive.     First,   several observed activities may consti- 
tute DS/GS tasks and   are not   included  in the  task   lists 

1. Replace RF   converter  assembly, 

2. Load the general  maintenance aid program  to troubleshoot 
faults, 

3. Adjust   the   X-band  test   target,   and 

4. Align twt   RKA1 and power supply. 

Second,   observations   suggested that  the  14  diagnostic  tasks  (DS/GS: 
3,   4,   H,   15,   18,   21«   22,   24,   31,  60,  61,   62,   65,   68,  Appendix B)  do not 
describe all   tasks   uniquely performed by  the DS/GS mechanic  to  isolate 
faults  in all  components of   the  radar.     For example,  dlaqnosls of  faults 
In the  receiver-exciter  Is  not   explicitly  described as  a   task, but  the 
DS/GS mechanic was   required to do this on  several   occasions  during the 
primary observation   period. 

Third,   Indirect  evidence  was obtained  that   the task   list  does not 
cover all  alignment   tasks.     The DS/GS mechanic's   written  comments about 
certain replacement   tasks   Included the  following:     "replacement  and not 
alignment rated,"   "alignment   Is easy,"  "alignment  Is difficult," and so 
forth.     Such responses suggest  that   Items   replaced as  part   of these tasks 
als ^ »-equlre  allqnment.     The  task  list  was assessed to  determine  If  align- 
ments of  these  Items are  described as DS/GS tasks.    The   revised task   list 
does not Include  alignments of the following mechanic-designated Items: 
(a) a/.lmuth encoder,   (b)   antenna elevation actuatoi,   (ol   transmitter 
cathode regulator,   (d)  transmitter crowbar assembly,   (e)  transmitter 
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crowbdr  assembly  trigger card,   (f)   voltage  divider,   and   (g)   twt   amplifier 
and  j>ower  supply. 

(b) Conclusions. 

The  revised OS/GS   task   list   is  not  complete.      Several   tasks were 
identified during OT   II   that   are  not   included  in   the  revised  task  list. 
Additional  data  suggest   that   the   job of  the  DS/GS  mechanic   requires 
further analysis  to  insure   that   diagnostic and alignment   tasks  are com- 
pletely  described. 

(c) Recommondations. 

1. Assess   the   four activities  identified during OT  II   as  candidate 
tasks   (paragraph   (a)   above)   and  determine  if  they  do constitute actual 
tasks of   the  DS/GS mechanic.      If   they are  tasks of   this mechanic,   they 
should be added  to the   task   list. 

2. Determine  if   the alignments   implied by  the  mechanic's   responses 
must   be performed as   part  of   maintenance of  the AN/TP^-36.      If   so,  the 
DS/GS task list  should  be amended to Insure that  they are appropriately 
described  in  the   list   of  the  mechanic who performs   them.      It   should be 
noted that  this may  require   development of  additional   task   statements 
for  alignments  that  constitute separate tasks.     If  an alignment  is a task 
element  of  another  task  already  described,   this  task  description should 
be   revised  if   necessary and  as  appropriate. 

3. Determine  if   all  diagnostic  tasks  have  been  identified.     An 
approach  for doing so   is suggested  later,   as  part   of  recommendation 
(3)(c)3. 

(3)     Adequacy   of  Task  Description. 

r 

i 

(a)     Findings. 

Several  additional  observations about   the adequacy of   the  DS/GS task 
statements stem  from OT  II.      Several  statements  may  not   describe tasks. 
Two   (DS/C   -   1   and 2,   Appendix   b)   appear to describe  prerequisite knowl- 
edges anu   .'ills.     References   in   the  technical  manuals could  not  be 
located for two  task   statements   (DS/GS:   25 aiiu 41,   Appendix  E);   these may 
not   describe tasks either. 

Four task  descriptions   (DS/GS:  8,   63,   64,   6B,   Appendix  B)   fail to 
specify the performances involved so that the task   can be  identified from 
the  activities  of the  mechanic. 

The "level" at which certain diagnostic tasks  are described may be 
either too broad or  too narrow and specific.     Eight   (DS/GS:   3,   8,   15,   18, 
24,   31,  61,  69,   Appendix B)   describe tasks in broad  terms—so  that a vari- 
ety of procedures could exemplify performance of  the task.     For example, 
task  number 69   (Appendix B)   reads,   "Isolate faults   in the  synchronirer." 
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The   rest   (DS/GS:   4,   21,    2J,   60,   62,   65,   Apjierulix  B)   appear   ta  describe 
t i   ■  .   i et r .Tnn-.l   tlii.'u>jh   a   limit«-.!   number   nf   relatively  well-defined pro- 
cedures;   for example,   task   number   2 1,   "Conduct   the  antenna   temperature 
converter test." 

Possibly this van« ^xon in   level  of description  accurately  reflects 
differences  in  the  natur •   of   the  DS/GS mechanic's  diagnostic  tasks.     How- 
ever,   several  broad task   descriptions fail to identify  either  completely 
or  with  sufficient   precision  the  performances  comprising  the   tasks. 
Krom   the  t.isk  statement   alone,   for   fxample,   an  observer  would  have  diffi- 
culty  determining that  a   mechanic  is performing task   number  69.     More- 
over,   several specific  task  descriptions may be  inadequate.   In  that  they 
do  not   de  rnbe  the   full   ranqe  of   procedures  used  by   the  DS/GS mechanic 
to  test  the function  (or   component)   of  the radar.     Also,   two  specific 
statements   (DS/GS:   62 and 6b,   Appt-n.iix U)  appear  to describe  subtasks of 
other  tasks. 

(b) Conclusions. 

Several of  the  revised task  descriptions are  inadequate  as  task 
descriptions.     Four statements may not describe actual   tasks.     The most 
prevalent problem,   however,   is  the   level  of specificity  with  which  cer- 
tain  tasks are described.     This  problem is especially  characteristic of 
the   14  diaqnostic  tasks. 

(c) Kecommt'iidat lon^i. 

I«     Determine   if task  numbers   1,   2,   2b,  41   (Apjnjndix E)   describe 
actual   tasks.     If  not,   they should  be  deleted from the   task  list. 

2. Revise  two  task   statements   (numbers 63 and  64,   Appendix   E)   to 
indicate  the components  that   the  mechanic operates upon. 

3. The   14 diaqnostic   tasks  pose  a special problem.     Several   tasks 
(numbers   3,   8,   15,   18,   24,   31,  61,   68,   Appendix E)  are   described  in  broad 
terms.     The remaining 6 tasks   (numbers  4,   21,   22,   60,   62,   65,   Appendix E) 
are  described with  greater   specificity.     It should be  determined whether 
these   14  tasks are each described at   the appropriate  level  of  specificity. 

One  approach  for mnKirg these  determinations  is  as   follows.     First, 
determine  the  framework  for  identifying DS/GS diagnostic  tasks.     One or 
a combination of  two options  is  available.     One consists  of  the  functional 
areas of   the AN/TPÖ-36 radar described  in the DS/GS technical  manuals. 
The  other  consists  of  the  major components of the  radar.     Selection  of  the 
appropriate framework  is  im|Hirtant   since it  implies  the  perspective  that 
the mechanic should adopt   in  diagnosing faults.     If  the  mechanic   "thinks" 
in terms   of functions,   for   example,   his perspective  is   likely to be 
broader  so that he considers  the  various com|mnents  that   form or  feed into 
it.     Second,  within  this  framework,   identify the  faults   that  the  DS/GS 
mechanic  must  diagnose.     If   functional   areas is the  framework,   for  exam- 
ple,   the   faults within this   function would be identified.     Third,   for 
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each problem, ilontify the proceilure« or activities that would be used to 
diagnose it.  If more than one set of procedures could be used, identify 
each set.  Fourth, develop task statements that reference the fault and 
imply the procedures used to identify it.  If only one set of diagnostic 
procedures would he used, «inly one task statement would be derived.  If 
more than one set of procedures would be used, it will be necessary to 
determine the number of task descriptions required.  A single task state- 
ment should be developed for each complete set of procedures that consti- 
tutes an independent method of problem diagnosis.  Regardless of the 
number of task descriptions, each should identify the fault and the diag- 
nostic activities precisely enouqh that a knowledgeable observer could 
identify the troubleshooting task from the behaviors of the DS/GS 
mechanic. 

J6B MOS 

a. Findings.     To  obtain  data  en   the  appropriateness  of   the  2bB  MOS, 
the  two  mechanics  were  asked  whether   their  26B MOS  training was   applicable 
to maintenance of  the  AN/TPt)-36.      A positive   response  was  expected  to 
indicate   the opinion  that   current   training  for this MOS   (modified by   in- 
struction   on  nomenclature,   operating  characteristics,   and   such,   unique   to 
the AN/TPC-36)   is yenerally   suitable   for  the  Firefinder   radars.     A nega- 
tive   response would  indicate  either  that  present   training  for  the ?.6B  MOS 
needs   to  be   altered or   that   a   new  MOS  and  associated  training  need   to  be 
established.     The two mechanics were  also asked to  identify those aspects 
of  their  26h training  that  were applicable and  inapplicable to maintenance 
of   the   AN/TPt)-36. 

The  DS/GS mechanic  had   not  been  MOS trained.     Only  the organiza- 
tional-level  mechanic was  able  to  resfxind  to these  items.     He   indicated 
the   following:     (a)   26B MOS  training was  not  generally applicable to 
maintenance of  the AN/TPO-36   radar;   (b)   268 instruction  on the   functions 
of  the major parts of  a  radar   is applicable  to maintenance of  the AN/ 
TPß-36;   and   (c)  present  training in  electronics,  esj^ecially on  tube 
theory,   is  not  applicable. 

b. Conclusions.     The evidence  obtained regarding  the suitability of 
the 26B MOS  for maintenance  of  the AN/TPQ-36 radar  is   li.nited and does 
not  support  a  firm conclusion.     The organizational-level   mechanic during 
OT II  expressed the view that   26B MOS  training was not  generally applic- 
able  to maintenance of  the AN/TPQ-36.     While not conclusive,  this opinion 
tends  to  support the position  that  present  training for  the 26B MOS needs 
to be  altered or that a  new MOS and associated training  need to  be estab- 
lished  in  order to prepare personnel  to maintain the  Firefinder   radars. 

c. Recommendations.     Limited evidence suggests that   there may be  a 
need to modify present MOS qualifications.     It  is recommended that the 
issue of  the suitability of  the 268 MOS  for maintenance of  the  Firefinder 
radars be systematically studied.     The study should be  designed  to iden- 
tify  (1)   the discrepancy between current  26B training and  the knowledges/ 
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skills/attitudes  required  to  perfurm  the  AN/TP^-3G mdintenance   tasks   and 
(2)   the continued nee<i for  263 skill qualification as the   Firefinder 
radar« are  placed  in the Army's  inventory of  equipment.      Both  ty{)es  of 
information are needed to determine  whether  to modity present MOS train- 
ing   (and   If  so,   how)  or  to create a   new  MOS. 

Task_ Train ing  Data 

Several   items  were   Included  ir.   the   survey  instruments  in  order  to 
collect   information pertinent   to the amount and type of   traininq  required 
for   the operator  and maintenance  tasks.     These  items concerned   the   diffi- 
culty of   learning to perform each   tatk,   the  requirement   for  school   versus 
on-the-job traininq  (OJT),   and  the   type  of   school  training required. 
Responses   to  these   items,   summarized here,   appear  in more  detail   in 
Appendix   F. 

a.     Findings. 

(1)     Operator  Training. 

Table  3   summarizes  the  operators'   average  rating of  difficulty  of 
learning  to perform the operator  tasks.     Responses of  operators  and 
mechanics  to   this   item are  somewhat,  suspect.     Some may  have  ^ated   the 
»asks for  difficulty of  task performance   is opposed to  difficulty of 
learning   to perform the  tas*.     I>eatninq  difficulty was   rated on  a  5- 
point scale   from  1   (very easy)   to  5   (very  difficult). 

Most  tasks were rated within   the   range of   1.8-2.4,   suggesting   that 
they were moderately easy  to   learn.     This table also highlights  the   five 
tasks that operators  judged most   difficult  to learn:     (a)  communication 
through  accepted  RTO procedures;   (b)   detection of  jamming through   obser- 
vation of  the B-scope;   (c)   survey   skills   (operator;   45,   40,   Appendix B); 
and   (d)   hostile target  processinq  through COARSK and  H'INE adjustment 
switchlamps. 

Operators were also asked whether  they should be   trained   in  school, 
partly in school and partly  through OJT,   or through OJT alone.     For 
those tasks   judged to  require school   training,  operators  indicated  the 
level or  type of training required.     Response options   for type  of   school 
traininq were as  follows:      infomt  the   student about  the  task  and how to 
perform   it,   demonstrate pertormance  of  the task,  provide practice   so that 
the  student  becomes  familiar with how to perform it,   or provide practice 
so   that   the  student can perform the  task skillfully.     The "highest"  level 
of   training   judged to be   required  for  a task is reported.    That   is,   the 
four response options were  treated as  a hierarchy of   increasing  levels of 
traininq in  the order presented.     Thus,   if an operator   indicated  that  a 
student   should be informed about  a task and also be given familiarization 
traininq,  his  judgment of  required training was tallied as  familiariza- 
tion practice.     For these two items,   the operators'  modal  responses to 
each task were the same:     a  combination of  school training and OJT  is 
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Table   3 

Hated Difficulty of   Learning Operator  Tasks 
(by  Task   Numbers) 

Average   learning 
difficulty  rating 

on a   1-5  scale 
Task   statement  number 

T.O 

1.5 

1.6 

1.8 

2.0 

2.2 

2.4 

2.6 

2.8 

3.0 

3.2 

43 (n ■   1) 

35 (n   =    1) 

8 (n   =   1) 

1, 2,    13,    14,    15,    18,   19,   20,   37      (n   =   9) 

4, 7,    11,   21,   25,   26,   27,   29,   34,   44,   47   (n 

5, 6,    16,   22,    23,   24,   36,   39     (n   =   5) 

3, 9,.    10,    12,   32     (n =   5) 

31 (n  =   1) 

28, 46     (n   =   2) 

17 (n   =   1) 

45 (n   =   1) 

-   ID 

a^i Six of  the  47 tasks   (operator:   30,   33,   38,   40,  41,   42)   were  not  rated. 

required and school training  should provide practice  for skill-level 
development. 

( 2)     Organizational-Level Maintenance Training. 

The organizational-level mechanic's ratings of learning difficulty 
are summarized in Table 4. In this table, organizational-level mainte- 
nance tasks are also placed in jne of four categories, as follows: (a) 
diagnostic, emphasizing the identification of faults; (b) corrective, 
concerning correction of identified faults; (c) preventive, acting to 
prevent maintenance problems; and (d) tasks not fitting into any of the 
above categories. The mechanic tended to rate corrective tasks as more 
difficult  to  learn than diagnostic  or preventive tasks. 

19 
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The mechanic indicated that all organizational-maintenance tasks 
(except one—ludqed to revjuire t)nly school training) should be tauqht 
through a combination of school training and CXJT.  The mechanic's judg- 
ments of type of required school traininy are summarized in Table 5. 
The mechanic believed that a student should be provided either familiari- 
zation-level or skill-level practice in school for all but one organiza- 
tional-maintenance tasks»  The mechanic also tended to judqe that diag- 
nostic tasks require a higher level of school training than preventive/ 
corrective tasks. 

I 

Table b 

School  Training  Required  for 
Organizational   Maintenance  Tasks 

(by  Task  Number) 

Mechanic-assigned 
training level of 

requi rement* 

Task type 

Diagnostic   Corrective   Preventive    Other 

Information about 
task 

(n - 0) (n - 0) 

57 

(n » 1)     (n = 0) 

Familiarization 
practice 

2, 3, 4, b, 
b, 7, 14, 
20, 21, 23, 
24, 25, 26, 
27, 28, 29, 
46, 47 

30, 31, 33, 
35, 36, 37, 
38, 39, 40, 
41, 42, 44, 
45, 60, 61, 
62, 63, 64, 
65, 66, 67, 
68, 69, 70 

48, 49, 50, 
51, 52, 53, 
54, 55, 56, 
58 

22 

in  » 18) (n ■ 24) (n ■ 10) (n = 1) 

Skill-level 
practice 

I, 8, 9, 10, 
II, 12, 13, 
15, 16, 17, 
18, 19 

32, 34, 43 59 

(n » 12) (n - 3) (n - 0) (n - 1) 

aNo task was judged to require demonstration as the highest level of 
training. 
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( 3)     PS/GS Malntenancw Training. 

Table 6 summarizes the DS/GS mechanic's ratings of difficulty of 
learninq the tasks in the revised DS/CS task list. In this table, tasks 
are classified as diaqnostic, corrective/preventive, or other. As for 
the other two job jxisitiona, these tasks were generally rated as "moder- 
ately easy" (scale value of 2) to "not at all difficult" (scale value of 
3) to learn. The 14 diagnostic tasks were rated slightly more difficult 
to  learn  than  the  52  corrective/prevent ive  tasks. 

In   terms  of   traininq  location   (see Table  7),   the  DS/GS mechanic 
indicated  that   15   (or  29%)  of  the  corrective/preventive tasks  and one 
(or  7%)   of   the  diaqnostlc  tasks  could   be   taught   through CUT.     The   remain- 
ing  tasks  were   judged  to require  school   training or a combination of 
school   training and  (VTT.     The  DS/GS mechanic  believed moat  tasks   required 
familiarization  practice as part  of  school   traininq. 

b.     Conclusions/Recommendations. 

The   data   reported  on   learning  difficulty and  type of  training  are 
inconclusive   for  several   reasons.      In  combination  with other  information, 
however,   these  data  may  serve  as   Inputs   to  decisions  about   (a)   tasks   that 
should  be   trained   in  school  and   (b)   the  depth  and  type of   instruction 
required   for   the  tasks. 
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Table 7 

Trainiruj Required for DS/GS Tasks 
(by Task Number ) 

DS/GS mechanic- 
assiqned train- 
ing level of 
requirement 

Task type 

Diagnostic 
Correct ive/ 
preventive Other 

OJT only 6S 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 
13, 27, 29, 32, 33, 
34, 35, b3, 64 

(n = 1) (n lb) (n - 0) 

Information 
about task 

(n = 1) (n ■ Ü) (n = 0) 

Demonstration 
of task 

3, 61 

(n = 2) 

7, 30, 48 

(n ■ 3) 

2 

(n - 1) 

Familiarization 
practice 

8, 15, 21, 22, 
24, 31, 60, 
62, 68 

(n = 9) 

14, 17, 19, 20, 23, 
25, 26, 28, 36, 37, 
38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 
43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 
49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 
54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 
59, 66, 67 

(n ■ 33) (n = 1) 
! 

Skill-level 
practice 

18 

(n ■ 1) 

16 

(n ■ 1) (n = 0) 

24 
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Task Validation 

Opeiator Ta^ks.  Thp revised task list describes artivities required 
to operate and perform operator maintenance responsibilities on the AN 
TPQ-36 radar.  The revised task list should be used as the basis for 
ii'velopnent of the final operator task list. 

The revised task list is not entirely accurate as • job definitioi:. 
At least one task—enable line printer to print hostile-fire locations 
(operator: 20, Appendix B)--may not be the responsibility of radar oper- 
ators.  The task should be assessed; if it is not an operator task, it 
shoul 1 be deleted from the operator task list and placed m the list for 
the appropriate -job position. 

The revised task list is not complete as a description of the oper- 
ator job.  The task list and resjxinsibilities of oparatora should be 
reviewed to identify tasks th.it should In- added to the list, especially 
for the following performance areas:  (a) chanijing of search parMMt«r«| 
(b) communication with a unit callinq for a friendly fire mission; (c) 
radar ciunnery; M) detection and processing of hostile tarqets; (e) oper- 
ator supervision; (f) cover, concealment, and camouflage; (g) survey 
skills and mapreading; and (h) vehicle driving.  Kor areas of incomplete- 
ness, the necessary task descriptions should be derived. 

Fifteen t.isks, originally desuTnated for both the operator and 
organizational-level mechanic, were judged to be the responsibility of 
the mechanic alone.  Consequently, they were placed in the task list for 
the mechanic.  These tasks (mecha.w-: 1-1S, Appendix H) should be re- 
viewed to assure that operators are n^t to perform them.  These tasks 
should be reinstated in the operator's task list if they are performed 
by operators. 

Several items in the revised operator task list are inadequate ,rs 
task descriptions and require further revision.  The following are recom- 
mended to improve the adequacy of the task descriptions. 

It should be determined if certain task statements (operator: 12« 
15, 16, 19, 23, 26, 27, Appendix B) actually describe multiple tasks.  It 
so, separate task descriptions; should bo devleoped for "Mch task.  Three 
qeneral criteria should be used in making this determination.  The first 
is the definition of a task as a particular sequence of activities (com- 
plete definition in Method section).  If a statement describes more than 
one task according to this definition, each task should be described 
separately.  The second criterion is that the procedures, steps, or 
sequences of activities involved in candidate tasks differ from those of 
other tasks.  The thin! criterion is that the prerequisite knowledges and 
skills for the candidate tasks differ. 
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■ Vtt.ii'i t.isks (opor.itor: 1'^, 16, 1/', 20, AIMMILIIX Hi should bo 
evaluated to determmo if they completely describe the required perfor- 
mances.  In particular, it should be determined if these tasks should 
reflect the tactic.il employment of the radar as well as equipment opera- 
tion.  Those tasks directly concern operation of the radar to accomplish 
its combat functions, but presently are described in terms of equipment 
operation.  This is compatible with the notion, expressed in discussions 
with USAK/VS, that radar operators are not responsible for tactics.  Ob- 
servation vienerally supports this vu-w; however, it did apjiear that 
operators do have resiKinsibility for decisions/actions which influence 
tactical effectiveness. 

In conductinq hostile fire missions, the operator's apparent func- 
tion is to operate the radar so that as many tarqets as possible are 
rapidly and accurately processed.  It is questionable whether this func- 
tion is completely described by the revised task list.  In particular, 
the present task descriptions do not describe the activities potentially 
required of operators (for example, decisions about the use of tarnet 
aveiaqinq or methods of operation under ECM) who have to apply the 
capabilities of the radar so that certain effects are obtained.  USAKAS 
should determine the extent of operator responsibility for tactical 
functions and the task list should be revised to the extent necessary 
to reflect these functions. 

It should be determined if two tasks (operator: M, To, Appendix U) 
describe elements of a task as opposed to a task itself. If so, these 
statements should be deleted ami actions taken to insure that the actual 
operator task is completely described. 

All statements should be evaluated to determine if they are described 
in terms readily understood by trained radar operators.  If not, they 
should be revised accordinqly.  Three tasks (operator: 14, 21, 26, Appen- 
dix B) are described in unfamiliar terms. 

Organizational-Level Maintenance Tasks.  The revised task list for 
the orqanizational-level mechanic describes tasks performed by incumbents 
of this position to maintain the AN/TPÜ-36 radar.  The revised task list 
should be used to develop the final orqani/.at ional-level maintenance task 
list. 

Due to chanqes in the AN/TPy-J6 radar system, the tasks described 
by these statements may no lonqer be "".he responsibility of the orqaniza- 
tional-level mechanic.  It should be determined if "Load and execute 
memory computer confidence test" and "Load and start transmitter power 
off-line fault test" describe activities which are the primary responsi- 
bility of the orqanizational-level mechanic.  If they are not, they 
should be deleted from the task list for this position and reallocated 
to the appropriate list',a).  As part of the reorqanization presented in 
Appendix B, task numbers 1-15 were allocated to the orqanizational-level 
mechanic.  The accuracy of this allocation should be reviewed by subject- 

matter experts. 
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The revised task list is incomplete and should be assessed overall 

for completetu'ss.  Also, two taskt. (mechanic: 41, Appendix A)--aliqnment 
of synchronizer and beam steerinq as8embly--should be added to the task 
list.  Finally, two of the original task statements (mechanic: 2,   25, 
Apj>endix A) should be evaluated to determine if they should be reinstated. 

The adequacy of certain task descriptions is questionable.  These 
descriptions require further analysis to determine whether and how they 
should be modified. 

The following task description (mechanic: 14, Appendix B):  "In 
accordance with the results of the transmitter power off-line fault iso- 
lation test, use the Transmitter Troubleshootinq Uiaqram (DEP TM 11-5040- 
J'J4-12, current version) to diaqnose problems and to identify necessary 
corrections," should be revised by deleting reference to the results of 
the transmitter power off-line fault isolation test.  Data suqqest that 
this task is sometimes performed when the test has not been conducted. 

The multiple-task criteria previously described should be used to 
determine if certain tasks (mechanic:  4, b, 6, 35, 39, Appendix B) 
describe multiple tasks.  If so, each task should be described separately. 

Three steps are recommended to offset the rodundancy and potential 
incompleteness of the corrective tasks (mechanic: 3b, 38, 39, Aj.pendix 
B).  First, it should be determined if corrective actions, not presently 
described as separate tasks, should be identified as such.  This may be 
accomplished by analyzinq seven tasks (mechanic: 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14, 
Appendix B) which describe both fault-identification procedures and cor- 
rective actions in a sinqle task statement.  Second, a separate task 
statement should be developed for each corrective task identified In the 
first step and for which separate task descriptions do not already exist. 
These two steps should reduce the incompleteness of the task list. 
Third, each of the seven tasks analyzed in the first step should be re- 
vised by deletinq reference to corrective actions.  Task 9, for example, 
appears in Appendix B as follows:  "Perform the weapons location unit 
fault isolation test, to include takinq corrective actions in accordance 
with printouts/displays."  In Appendix A, Task 5 is revised as follows: 
"Perform the weapons location unit fault isolation test." This third 
step would reduce the redundancy in the revised task list. 

DS/GS Maintenance Tasks.  The suitability of the revised task list 
as a basis for the final DS/GS job description is uncertain.  Only a 
small number of maintenance activities were observed durinq OT II and 
only one mechanic was available for questioninq.  The available data 
suqqest, however, that an appreciable number of the tasks listed may not 
be DS/GS tasks. 

Each of the revised tasks should be assessed to determine if it is 
the responsibility of the DS/GS mechanic.  These tasks which are this 
mechanic's responsibility should then be used in the development of the 
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final DS^S tasks list.  Tasks determined to be th«- i t-.^ivinslbility of 
another jxisition should be plaoed in the task list for that position. 

The rcvi.-ipd PS/GS task list is not complete.  S<V«M,I1 tanks identi- 
fied during ÜT 11 are not include 1 in the revised task list.  Adilitional 
data suqi^est that the job of the DS/GS mechanic roquires furtlier analysis 
to insure that diaqnostic and alignment tasks are completely described. 

The tour activities identified durinq OT II .»;j candi<latr task;? 
(replace RF conveiter assombly, load the general maintenance ail progrM 
tv> troubleshcot faults, ad)iu;t the X-ban>1 t.-st t.ir.ict, and alian twt RKA1 
and power supply) should be assessed to determine if they do constitute 
actual tasks of the DS/GS mechanic.  If so, they should be .idded to the 
task list. 

It should be determined if t^e alignments Implied by the mechanic's 
re-.xinses must be performed as part of maintenance ol the AN'TPQ-.^.  If 
so, the DS/GS task list should be amended to insure that they ar. appro- 
priately described in the list of the mechanic who performs them.  This 
may requi »i» add-, tional task statements for alignments that constitute 
separate tasks.  If an alignment is a part ^t another task already 
described, the existing task description should be levised if necessary 
and as appropriate. 

It should be dete-mined if all diagnostic task;- have boon identi- 
fied.  An approach for doing so is suggested later in this section. 

Several revised task desciiptions are inadequate.  Four statements 
may not describe actual tasks.  Th.? most prevalent pioblem, however, is 
the level of specificity with which certain tasks are described.  This 
problem Is especially characteristic of the 14 diagnostic tasks. 

If DS/GS task» 1, 2, 25, an.l 41 (Appendix B) do not describe actual 
tasks, they should be -"eletod from the task list.  Two task statements 
(DS/GS: 63, 64, Appendix Bl should be revised to indicate the trailer 
components that the mechanic operates upon. 

The 14 diagnostic tasks pose a special problem.  Eight tasks (PS/ 
GS: 3, R, 15, IF, 24, 31, 61, 68, Appendix R) are described in broad 
terms; .-.ix (DS/GS: 4, 21, 22, 60, (,2, 65, appendix b1 are described more 
specifically.  It should be determined whether these 14 tasks are each 
described <t the appropriate level of specificity. 

One approach for making these determinations is as follows. First, 
the framework for identifying DS/GS diaqnostic tasks should be deter- 
mined, either the functions or the components of the AN/TPC,-36 radar, or 
both. The framework implies the perspective that the mechanic should 
adopt in diagnosing faults. If mechanics "think" in terms of functions, 
for example, their perspective is likely to be broader than if they con- 
sider separately the various comj>onents that form or feed into the radar. 
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■•Condi   within  this   traiTK-woik,   t.hf   taults   that   the   D8/G5  mt'chani«.-  must 
diaqnuse  should  l>e   ulontified.      If   "functional   areas"   is   th«   tiami-woik, 
the   fault-,   witmn   ea.-h   tutunixi-   woul.l   l»-   i.lentitied. 

Third,   for  each  pr<dilem,    identify  the  diagnostic   pi i>ce<lures or 
activities.      If   more   than  one   set  of  procedures   chould   be   used,   each  set 
should  be   identified.      Kourth,   task   statements   that   catalog   faults  and 
imply   the   pt i'cediii es   used   to   identify   them  should   be   developed.     A   separ- 
ate   task   statement   should   be   developed   tot   each   complete   set   ot   proce- 
dures  that   constitutes   an   independent   method of   pi oblem   diagnosis.      Re- 
gardless   of   the   mimbet    of    task   desct ipt ions,   »'ach   should   identity   t he 
fault   and  the  diagnostic   activities  precisely  enough   that   a   knowledgeable 
observer  could   identify  the   troubleshooting task   from  the  behaviors of 
the   DS/GS  mechanic. 

The evidence  obtained   regarding  the  suitability  of   the  26B MOS for 
maintenance  of   the  AN/TlV-3b   radar   is   limited  and  does;   not   8upj>ort   a   firm 
conclusion.     Uuring OT   II,   the  organizational-level   mechanic  expressed 
the  view that   2bB  MÜS  ttaining  was  not   genet ally  applicable   to mainte- 
nance of   the   AN  TPQ-Jb.      Wliile   not   conclusive,   this   opinion  tends   to 
favor  alteration  of  present   training   for  the   2bB  MOS  needs  or   establish- 
ment  of   a  new  MOS  and  associated  training,   in  order   to  prepare  personnel 
to maintain   the   Kirefinder   radars. 

Linited evidence   suggests   that   present  MOS qualifications  may   need 
to  be modified.     The  possible  suitability  of   the   Job  MOS   for  maintenance 
of   the   K'iref nulet    radats   should   be   systematically   studied.      The  study 
should  identity   (a)   the   discrepancy  between  current   Job   training and  the 
knowledges  skills/attitudes   required  to  perform  the   AN/TPy-3t>  maintenance 
tasks  and   (b)   the  continued  need   for  2bB  skill  qualification  as  the  Kne- 
finder   radars  are  placed   in   the   Army's   inventory  of   equipment.     Both 
types   of   information   are   needed   to  dtiermme   whethei    to   modify   present 
MOS  training   (anil   if   so,   how)   or   to  create  a   new MOS. 

Task  Training  l>Jta 

The  data   reported  on   learning  difficulty  and   type   .»t    training  are 
inconclusive   for   several   reasons.      In  combination  with   other   information, 
however,   these  data  may   serve   as   bases   for  decisions   about   (a)   tasks   that 
should be  trained  in  school   and   (b)   th«'  depth  and  type  of   instruction 
inquired  for  the  tasks. 
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APPENDIX A 

ORIGINAL TASK LISTS 

OPERATOR TASKS 

1. Introduction to radar set AN/TPQ-36 and DEP TM 11-58^0-354-12 
(Oct. 76). 

2. Cite the capabilities,   limitations, missions, and equipment 
of the AN/TPQ-36 radar set. 

S<      Describe the operation of the radar set on the physical- 
description, block-diagram level. 

4. Cite the safety precaution when working on a radar. 

5. Identify and cite the function of the operator's controls and 
indicators. 

6. Identify and cite the function of the operator's controls and 
indicators located on the trailer. 

7. Perform generator starting and stopping procedures. 

8. Perform radar set start-stop procedures. 

9. Map installation on the WLU (weapons location unit). 

7. Operate and load the high speed line printer. 

7. Perform operator/computer communications. 

7. Initializing and program loading. 

7. Perform operating procedures. 

7. Control and monitor the transmitter status remotely. 

7. Perform priority zone and censor zone operating procedures. 

7. Perform typical  friendly contact operation sequence. 

7. Perform typical hostile contact operation sequence. 
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7.     Transmit a TACFIRE message. 

7.     Prepare the radar set AN/TPQ-36 for operation under unusual 
conditions. 

7.     Perforn operations through electronic countermeasures 
(Jaaming). 

7.     Prepare radar set AN/TPQ-36 for movement by gamagoat. 

7.     Preparation and removal  of shelter from the gamagoat. 

7.     Prepare radar set AN/TPO-36 for movement by helicopter 
(external) and by aircraft (internal). 

7.     Perform the radar set AN/TPO-36 installation from helicopter 
mode. 

7.     Prepare radar set AN/TPQ-36 for movement by railroad. 

7.     Perform instructions for installation of radar set   from 
gamagoat. 

10.     Inspect and perform operator/crew maintenance. 

ORGANIZATIONAL-LEVEL MAINTENANCE TASKS 

1.       Perform computer confidence test. 

Perform the off-line status tests loading procedures. 

Perform the off-line status tests short load procedure. 

Perform the off-line signal processor fault isolation test 

5. Perform the WLU fault isolation test. 

6. Perform the off-line fault detection tests. 

; 

1.     Numbers 1-15 were originally designated for the operator and 
organizational maintenance training course. 
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7. Perform the beam  steering off-line  fault detection test. 

8. Perform the receiver-exciter off-line fault detection test. 

9. Perform the phase detector off-line fault detection test. 

10. Perform the clutter rejection without transmitter off-line 
fault detection test. 

11. Perform the clutter rejection with transmitter off-line fault 
detection test. 

12. Perform the B-scope off-line  fault detection test. 

13. Perform the general maintenance aid off-line  fault detection 
test. 

14. Perform the antenna stability off-line fault detection test. 

15. Perform the transmitter power output off-line   fault detection 
test. 

16. Provide the student with a physical description of the UYK-15 
computer. 

17. Provide the student with a working knowledge of digital 
fundamentals. 

16.     Provide the student a working knowledge of digital 
fundamentals (binary math). 

19. Provide the student with a working knowledge of digital 
fundamentals (octal math). 

20. Provide the student with a working knowledge of the central 
processor unit of the UYK-15 computer. 

21. Provide the student with a working knowledge of the 
input/output controller transfer data in and out of the UYK-15 
computer. 

22. Provide the student with a working knowledge of the 333 
random access memory unit. 

23. Introduction to  the diagnostic troubleshooting procedures  for 
the AN/UYK-15 computer. 
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.'**.    ri»rfonri the AN'UYK  oomput«r turn-on proo^lur*. 

25.    P»rfonn the prv>gi*rtm   lo.nt   lll.'«J^",',•'*^ 1^ t rvuM »shoot Ing op»,'^■«, *rm 
prooi'itur««. 

?t.    Porfoitu x tw prow*!»   'n>,i>i  ai.»Mni>Ml,H t i-out'lwMhoot tn^t operating 

i1?.    Pwrfonn  t t>t« ItN   i'fK-V. ^Mmpvi'i'r  onUrdl   processor  dlannoatlo 
troublwnhoot vng pro^tuhn-»». 

.,8.    »»'rfoina  t h« o«.wiputt»r mtunory ilinHtiost 1^   troubloflhooting 
opi»rat lug prootnlur». 

.'O.    P».rronn  the ooraput CM-  IOC  dlj»g»oatlo t roul>l*»ahoot Ing 
prooe'ilui*««. 

^0.    reM-fiiptn   t h»» i'oraput»»r juivUtlotml   options dl.vtnunt tv" 
t roubli»Mhoot InK opoiMtin« piwevluro. 

n.    l^M-form  t hi» ovMoput^r powor protwvllon   aiul {iutom«t lo reoovwry 
lilagnoatlo t »'».»ut'lr-Htjoot ti\K v>p«M*nt II\K   pi\v«»vlur«'. 

^.,.     IVrform   the oomputm* memvM'y rr.uinui Int «MTiipt   d tn^no.it U* 
troubleshooting operating prooedure. 

U.     Perform   the AN  UVK-ls oorapulfi    niltt.-»l l.-at Ion >llrtgno»t to 
t roubleshoot Ing oporat tng proo»'>)ui"i». 

\U.    Perform   the AN/UYK-1S oiwputer  NPHO t »».it   prv^nira . 

.^S.    Perform   the oivoput er oonflvlenoe   testing prooodure, 

<f>.    Perform   the rephioement   .»ml «l Ignraent    prooeilures  of I tie 
shelter  power   distribution system. 

37.    Perform   repl.^oement   mul  «llKnment  ol   line printer,  line 
printer drive   belts,  line printer osrda, and .illgi\n\ent   of Immraers. 

3H.    Perform   the repl.ioement   rt:u1 rtllgnraent    prooedure  of tl»«» 
B-soope. 

S1*.    Pei'form   the replnoement   .»iul alignment    prooedures of the 
aynchronlier  «mi heiwn steering .«s.ieraMy power supplies. 

-. 
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UO.     Perfonn the replacement and alignment procedure of the 
transmitter low voltage, recelver-exolter, and trailer and trailer 
assembly power supplies. 

41.    Alignment of synchronlxer and beam steering assembly. 

DS/GS TASKS 

1. Trailer power distribution function. 

2. Trailer clock distribution. 

3. Exciter function. 

U. Beam steering function. 

5. Antenna positioning and monitoring function. 

6. Receiver function. 

7. Transmitter function. 

8. Shelter power distribution function. 

9. Peripheral device controller function. 

10. Computer interface buffer function. 

11. Synchronizer function. 

12. Shelter clock distribution function. 

13. Video processor function. 

11». A to D converter subfunction. 

15. MT1 and DOS subfunction. 

16. Dopvier filters subfunotion. 

17. Recombination and log conversion subfunotion. 

18. Mean level generator subfunotion. 

19- Target detection subfunotion. 

IS 
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20. Clutter mapper subfunotlon. 

21. Built-in  test equipment function. 

22. B-3cope interface function. 

23- Weapons location function. 

24. Know how  to use the  trailer on-alte troubleshooting block 
diagrams. 

25. Know how to use the shelter on-site troubleshooting block 
diagrams. 

26. Trailer on-site component  removal  and  replacement. 

27. Shelter on-site removal and replacement. 

28. Trailer component on-site  alignment. 

29. Shelter component or.-site alignment. 

30. Cable repair and checkout. 

31. Termipolnt method of wire replacement. 

36 
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APPENDIX B 

REVISED TASK LISTS 

OPERATOR TASKS 

T.      Perform radar set start procedures. 

2. Load the operational program. 

3. Load and execute the Initialization program. 

4. Return to the initlalization program. 

5-      Rewind the mag tape unit. 

6. Operate and load the high speed line printer. 

7. Enable the line printer to print all Initialization data. 

8. Stow the antenna for shutdown or maintenance. 

9. Install a map on the weapons location unit. 

10. Determine the highest and  lowest terrain elevations on a map 
prepared for installation on the weapons locr*lon unit. 

11. Perform radar set stop procedures. 

12. Conduct typical friendly contact operation sequences from 
entry (or change) of correct friendly fire parameters to 
transmission of TACFIRE messages. 

13. Return the radar to the hostile mode of operation after 
having completed friendly fire missions. 

14. Enable the line printer to print fire search control 
parameters. 

15. Enable processing of hostile-fire locations through target 
averaging. 

16. Process a hostile target for transmission of TACFIRE through 
manual height adjustment techniques. 
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17. Process a hostile target for transmission to TACFIRE through 
use of COARSE and FINE adjustment switchalaros. 

18. Display a hostile-fire location that had been permanently 
stored in memory. 

19. Delete a currently displayed hostile-fire location, a single 
permanently stored  location, or a range of permanently stored 
locations. 

20. Enable the line printer to print all or selected hostile-fire 
locations that have been processed for storage. 

21. Determine the height of a location displayed on a map on the 
weapons location unit. 

22. Select the area to be covered by and enter a priority zone. 

23. Select the area to be covered by and enter a censor zone. 

2M.    Delete a zone  (either priority or censor). 

25. Print the coordinates of zones stored in the computer. 

26. Display on the B-scope priority zones stored in the compute»'. 

27. Display on the B-scope censor zones stored in the computer. 

28. Detect the occurrence of Jamming through observation of the 
B-scope. 

29. Determine the azimuth of a Jamming source by enabling 
operation of the Jam strobe. 

30. Transmit a TACFIRE message. 

31. Conduct radio/telephone communications in accordance with 
accepted radio/telephone procedures. 

32. Prepare radar set AN/TPQ-36 for operation under unusual 
climactic conditions. 

33. Install and operate the portable air conditioner suitable for 
use with the AN/TPQ-36. 
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34. Remove,  clean, and reinstall all air filters on the shelter 
and trailer. 

35. Perform the line printer performance test. 

36. Perform operator/crew maintenance in accordance with 
instructions in the current DE? TM 11-5810-354-12. 

37. Prepare radar set AN/TPQ-36 for movement by gamagoat. 

38. Prepare and  remove the shelter from the gamagoat. 

39. Perform instructions for installation of radar set AN/TPQ-36 
from gamagoat. 

40. Prepare radar set AN/TPQ-36 for movement by helicopter 
(external)  and by aircraft (internal). 

II,     Perform the radar set AN/TPQ-36 installation from helicopter 
mode. 

42. Prepare radar set AN/TPQ-36 for movement by railroad. 

43. Display the time of day. 

44. Perform generator starting and stopping procedures. 

45. Determine grid coordinates of a radar site that was not 
previously surveyed. 

46. Determine the boresight reference angle for a radar site that 
was not previously surveyed. 

47. Control and monitor the transmitter status remotely. 

48. Describe and  locate the contents of DEP TM  11-5840-354-12 
(current version). 

1.    Items 48-53 describe prerequisite knowledges/skills; field 
data were not collected for them. 

3<> 
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49. Cite the capabilities, limitations, missions, and equipment 
of the AN/TPQ-36 radar set. 

50. Describe the operation of the radar set on the physlcal- 
deacrlptlon, block-diagram level. 

51. Cite the safety precautions when working on a radar. 

52. Identify and cite the function of the operator's controls and 
indicators located in the shelter. 

53. Identify and cite the function of the operator's controls and 
indicators located on the trailer. 

ORGANIZATIONAL-LEVEL MAINTENANCE TASKS 

1. Execute the program load diagnostic troubleshooting 
procedure. 

2. Load and execute the central processor confidence test. 

3. Load and execute the memory computer confidence test. 

4. Load and execute the IOC computer confidence test. 

5. Load and execute the additional options computer confidence 
test. 

6. Cycle a computer confidence test. 

7. Load the off-line status tests according to the short load 
procedure. 

8. Load and start the off-line signal processor fault isolation 
tests.    Perform corrective actions indicated by failure messages. 

9. Perform the weapons location unit fault isolation test, to 
Include taking corrective actions in accordance with 
printouts/displays. 

10. Conduct the line printer off-line fault detection test, to 
include taking the necessary corrective actions. 

11. Conduct the beam steering unit off-line fault detection test, 
to Include taking the necessary corrective actions. 

( 
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12. Conduct the receiver-exciter off-line fault detection test, 
to Include taking the necessary corrective actions. 

13. Load and start the transmitter power (output)  off-line fault 
isolation test. 

II,    In accordance with results of the transmitter power off-line 
fault isolation test,  use the Transmitter Troubleshooting Diagram 
(DEP TM n-SSUO-as^-ia, Oct. 76) to diagnose problems and identify 
necessary corrections. 

15. Conduct the phase detector off-line fault detection test, to 
include taking necessary corrective actions. 

16. Perform the clutter rejection without transmitter off-line 
fault detection test. 

17. Perform the clutter rejection with transmitter off-line fault 
detection test. 

18. Load and start the B-scope off-line fault detection test. 

19. Conduct the antenna stability off-line fault detection test, 
to include taking necessary corrective actions. 

20. Load and start the general maintenaiice off-line fault 
detection test. 

21. Select and execute the program functions that can be enabled 
through the general maintenance off-line fault detection test. 

22. Perform the AN/UYK-15 computer turn-on procedure. 

23. Perform the AN/UYK-15 computer central processor diagnostic 
troubleshooting procedure. 

24. Perform the computer memory diagnostic troubleshooting 
operating procedure. 

25. Perform the computer IOC diagnostic troubleshooting 
procedure. 

26. Perform the computer additional options diagnostic 
troubleshooting operating procedure. 

41 
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27. Perform the computer power protection and automatic recovery 
diagnostic troubleshooting operating procedures. 

28. Perform the computer memory resume interrupt diagnostic 
troubleshooting operating procedure. 

29. Use the power distribution diagrams to Isolate power 
distribution problems. 

30. Replace power supplies in the shelter power supply assembly. 

31. Align power supplies in the shelter power supply assembly. 

32. Replace line printer 1A1A105. 

33*    Replace line printer 1A1A105 belts. 

34. Adjust the evenness and density of the line printer's 
printouts by aligning the hammers. 

35. Replace B-scope 1A1A104. 

36. Adjust the pattern displayed on B-scope 1A1A104 by aligning 
the B-scope. 

37. Replace the power supplies in the synchronizer and beam 
steering assembly. 

38. Replace blower 2AU202A4B1 in the synchronizer and beam 
steering assembly. 

39. Align power supplies in the synchronizer and beam steering 
assembly. 

40. Replace items—metering circuit card, inverter regulator, 
and power supplies—in the transmitter low voltage subassembly. 

41. Align power supplies in the transmitter low voltage 
subassembly. 

42. Replace items—RP converter assembly, frequency multiplier 
assembly, oscillator assemblies, and power supplies in the 
receiver-exciter assembly. 

43. Align power supplies,  DS balance, and gain balance in the 
receiver-exciter assembly. 

-" 
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41.    Replace power supplies In the trailer assembly. 

15.    Align items  in the signal processor. 

46. Perform AN/UYK-15 computer initialization diagnostic 
troubleshooting operating procedure. 

47. Perform the AN/UyK-15 computer NDRO test program. 

48. In accordance with organizational preventive maintenance 
instructions, check all parts of the line printer for abnormal 
wear or damage and for proper mechanical and electrical 
functioning.    Clean the line printer as prescribed. 

49. Visually inspect for and, if necessary, clean the transmitter 
amplifier of dust accumulation on voltage bushings and surrounding 
components. 

50. Inspect system cables for physical damage, cuts, breaks, and 
broken or loose connectors and connections. 

51. Inspect and, if necessary, clean or replace light fixtures in 
the shelter interior. 

52. In accordance with organizational preventive maintenance 
instructions, check and, if necessary, clean shelter blowers and 
filters. 

53-    In accordance with organizational preventive maintenance 
instructions, check and, if necessary, clean trailer blowers and 
filters. 

54. In accordance with organizational preventive maintenance 
instructions, check and maintain the trailer tripod assembly. 

55. Check the antenna radome for cleanliness and, if necessary, 
clean it as prescribed in organizational preventive maintenance 
instructions. 

56. Check and maintain all system panels so that they are free 
from defective controls,  faulty lamps, and dirt. 

57. Call direct support to test items as prescribed in 
organizational preventive maintenance instructions. 

I 
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58. Record running time of Halted life items, and notify site 
commander of which items should be replaced as prescribed in 
organizational preventive maintenance instructions. 

59. Flush the core of the computer's memory. 

60. Remove and replace shelter blower 1A1A101B1. 

61. Remove and replace shelter blower fan 1A1A101B2. 

62. Remove and replace the swltchlamp for the peripheral device 
controller and the weapons location unit. 

63- Remove and replace the mag tape electronic assembly. 

64. Remove and replace the mag tape transport assembly. 

65. Remove and replace the computer set processor assembly. 

66. Remove and replace the computer set memory assembly. 

67. Remove and replace telephone TA-43/PT. 

68. Remove and replace telephone TA-312/PT. 

69. Remove and replace radio set AN/VRC-A47. 

70. Remove and replace blower motor 2A1A203A2B1. 

71. Describe the UYK-15 computer. 

72. Demonstrate a working knowledge of digital fundamentals. 

73«    Demonstrate a working knowledge of digital fundamentals 
(binary math). 

71.    Demonstrate a working knowledge of digital fundamentals 
(octal math). 

75.    Demonstrate a working knowledge of the central processor unit 
of the UYK-15 computer. 

2.    Numbers 71-79 describe prerequisite knowledges and skills; 
field data were not collected for them. 
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76. Demonstrate a working knowledge of how the input/output 
controller transfers data in and out of the UYK-15 coaputer. 

77. Demonstrate a working knowledge of the 333 random access 
memory unit. 

76.    Know the diagnostic troubleshooting procedures for the 
AN/UYK-15 computer. 

79.     Demonstrate knowledge of the electrical-mechanical  skills,  to 
include the following required to perform maintenance tasks: 

Jump I/O channels 

measure AC/DC voltage 

replace assemblies 

check fuses 

replace cards 

check for and, if necessary, replace units with electrical 
faults. 

DS/GS MAINTENANCE TASKS 

1. Identify the test equipment required to perform DS/GS 
maintenance on the AN/TPQ-36 radar. 

2. Use schematic diagrams to identify the components of the 
AN/TPQ-36 radar and their relationships. 

3. Use schematic diagrams and manual test equipment to isolate 
faults in the common shelter power distribution button system. 

4. Check power supplies and power distribution panels in the 
common shelter to determine if they are functioning properly. 

5. Replace malfunctioning power supplies in the common shelter. 

6. Adjust power supplies in the common shelter using the 
multimeter. 

7. Repair the line printer. 
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8. Identify faults In the weapons location unit using the 
weapons location unit fault Isolation test and tests conducted 
with manual equipment. 

9. Remove and Install the servo amplifier of the weapons 
location unit. 

10. Remove and Install the display encoder of the weapons 
location unit. 

11. Remove and Install the servo motor of the weapons location 
unit. 

12. Remove and Install the numeric and alphameric LED of the 
weapons location unit. 

13. Remove and Install the easting lamp of the weapons location 
unit. 

14. Perform the map drum northing alignment of the weapons 
location unit. 

15. Isolate faults in the AN/UYK-15 computer using prescribed 
diagnostic troubleshooting procedures and tests. 

16. Replace defective wires using the termlpoint method of wire 
replacement. 

17. Adjust the computer power supply. 

18. Isolate faults in the signal processor using the off-line 
signal processor fault isolation tests, manual test equipment, and 
schematic diagrams. 

19. Align the clock oscillator card in the signal processor. 

20. Align the in-phase timing,  quadrature timing, and reference 
supply calibration of the A/D converter. 

21. Conduct the antenna temperature converter test. 

22. Conduct the antenna status, near-field probe test. 

23. Remove and install the antenna phase shifter. 
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24. Determine the stability of the antenna positioning system by 
conducting manual tests and the antenna stability off-line fault 
detection test. 

25. Adjust the azimuth encoder. 

26. Align the tilt sensor. 

27. Remove and install azimuth drive assembly 2A1A207. 

28. Remove and Install azimuth encoder 2A1A208. 

29. Remove and install tilt sensor 2A1A202A2. 

30. Remove and install antenna elevation actuator 2A1A210Z1. 

31. Use schematic diagrams to isolate faults in the transmitter. 

32. Remove and install transmitter fault processor circuit card 
2A1A203A1A2A1. 

33. Remove and install transmitter cathode regulator 2A1A203A2A2. 

3U.    Remove and install transmitter crowbar assembly 2A1A203A2A1*. 

35. Remove and install transmitter crowbar assembly trigger card 
2A1A203A2AilA1. 

36. Remove and install voltage divider 2A1A203A2A3. 

37. Remove and install floating leek circuit card 2A1A203A2A6. 

38. Remove and install Isolation power transformer 2A1A203A2T3. 

39. Remove and install pulse modulator 2A1A203A2A5. 

10. Remove and install pulse amplifier card 2A1A203A2A5A1. 

11. Remove and install twt amplifier and power supply 
2A1A203A2A9. 

12. Remove and install twt pulse amplifier 2A1A203A2V1. 

13. Remove and install inverter transformer assembly 2A1A203A2A1. 
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W.    Remove and install microwave assembly receiver protector 
2AU205Z1. 

45. Boreslght radar set AN/TPQ-36. 

46. Remove and .Install boreslght telescope 2A1A202A3. 

47. Align boreslght telescope 2A1A202A3. 

48. Align spirit levels. 

49. Align phase shifter drive current. 

50. Zero the ion pump current meter in fault processor circuit 
card 2A1A203A1A2A1. 

51. Zero the twt oathode current meter in fault processor circuit 
card 2AU203A1A2A1. 

52. Adjust the detect RF fault level  (RFA1  RF OUT,  RFA2 RF OUT, 
and HI VSWR)  on fault processor circuit card 2A1A203A1A2A1. 

53. Make initial settings for the high voltage (high voltage 
overvoltage, cathode voltage window, collector voltage window) on 
fault processor circuit card 2A1A203A1A2A1. 

54. Adjust floating deck circuit card 2A1A203A2A6 (grid pulse 
voltage, twt  filament voltage, and filament fault window). 

55. Preadjust the peak current in inverter regulator 2A1A203A1A3. 

56. Adjust the twt RF moderator pulse coincidence of fault 
processor oirouit card 2A1A203A1A2A1   (RF TO ON TRIG DLY, ON TO OFF 
TRIG DLY, and TRIG VOIDTH). 

57. Make final adjustments of the RFA2 twt drive,  RFA2 twt RF 
drive (output power), and inverter regulator stability. 

58. Replace clock generator card 2A1A202A4A2A27. 

59. Align olook generator card 2A1A202A4A2A27. 

60. Isolate faults in the beam steering unit using the beam 
steering unit off-line fault detection test. 

61. Align phase shifter drive current. 
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62. Use schematic diagrams and manual test equipment to isolate 
faults in the trailer power distribution panel. 

63. Determine if power supplies on the trailer are functioning 
properly. 

6^».  Remove and install power supplies on the trailer. 

65. Adjust power supplies on the trailer. 

66. Check all cables in the AN/TPQ-16 system to determine if they 
are functioning properly. 

67. Repair or replace defective cables in the AN/TPQ-36 system. 

68. Align the receiver-exciter. 

69. Isolate faults in the synchronizer. 
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APPENDIX  C 

OPERATOR TASKS:      SELECTED VALIDATION DATA 

The original  Appendix C contains  the analysis,  revised task  state- 
ment,   field data,  and additional comments for all operator tasks  in the 
original   list  (as given in Appendix A).     This original appendix  is on 
file  at ARI-Benning.     Presented herein are four tasks,  selected to pro- 
vitie  the  reader with examples of  the detailed validation study results. 
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11 
Perforo. operator/ccnputer OC^.lo.tlo«,. 

a. Analysis: This statement appears to describe a task. 
However, comparison of this task with other tasks In the task list 
suggests that It simply describes other tasks at a more general, less specific level. 

b. Revised Task Statement:  This task was not included In the 
revised task list since other tasks seemed to more meaningfully 
describe the performancea required for Interface between the computer and operators. 

c. Field Data: None, 

d. Additional Comment:    This task statement should be re- 
examined  to verify the conclusion  that it does not descrite a  task 
separate from other taska in the revised lits.    If it does 
describe a task not Included in the list, it should be reinstated. 

i 
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16.     Perform typical friendly contact operation sequence. 

a. Analysis:    This task was separated Into two tasks which 
could be performed Independently each other. 

b. Revised Task Statement: 

(1) Conduct typical friendly contact operation sequences 
from entry (or change) of correct friendly fire parameters to 
transmission of TACFIRE messages. 

(2) Return the radar to the hostile mode of operation after 
having completed friendly fire missions. 

c. Field Data: 

(1) Observation and operator responses Indicate that the two 
task statements do represent operator tasks. 

(2) The average rating of the difficulty of learning how to 
conduct friendly fire missions was 2.U (see Appendix £).    This 
rating Indicates that this task was not very difficult to learn; 
however, it does suggest that conduct of friendly fire missions 
was one of the 10 most difficult-to-learn tasks. 

(3) Observation of friendly fire missions led to several 
impressions. 

(a)    In the original and revised task statements, entry of 
the parameters for a friendly fire mission and processing of 
rounds are combined into a single task.    Although both of these 
activities (plus communication with TACFIRE which was not 
observed) are required to complete a fire mission, they perhaps 
should be viewed as separate tasks.    First,  it was observed that a 
considerable period of time can elapse between the entry of para- 
meters for a mission and the processing of rounds.    During this 
interval, operators may have to change the parameters for the 
mission.    Second, entry and processing seem to require different 
types of performances.    Entry Involves receipt of fire commands, 
translation of these commands into inputs to the computer, and 
entry of these inputs.    Processing a target appears to be somewhat 
less complex in that except for setting the radar to transmit, 
operators simply respond to outputs of the computer without having 
to manipulate or translate the outputs themselves.    Third, 
different types of errors can be made in performing these tasks. 
In entering the parameters for friendly fire missions, for 
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example, an operator may translate a fire command Into the 
incorrect parameters. In processing rounds, speed appeared to be 
a more important factor (for example, several friendly rounds were 
not processed because the operator failed to enable the radar to 
transmit soon enough to detect them). 

(b) It was observed that conduct of friendly fire missions 
requires coordination of the radar operator with the unit calling 
for the mission. For example, radar operators have to receive and 
respond to commands for fire missions. Moreover, the timing as 
well as the accuracy with which the radar was readied to detect 
and track rounds appeared to be important. 

(c) Knowledge of radar gunnery had to be applied in order 
to interpret or deal with certain events. For example, on several 
occasions, the radar provided reports of multiple rounds when only 
one round had actually been fired. In other instances, the radar 
failed to detect bursts or datum planes because of the adjustment 
of the rounds being fired; inputs to the FDC corrected these 
problems. 

d.  Additional Comment: 

(1) Whether entry of parameters for friendly fire missions 
and processing of rounds should be separate tasks or remain as a 
single task should be determined. If they remain a single task, 
evaluation standards should be multidimensional. 

(2) Knowledges, skills, and tasks stemming from the require- 
ment for operators to coordinate with the FDC (or other unit 
calling for a fire mission) need to be identified and entered in 
the task list. This requirement also has Implications for 
training. In training operators to conduct friendly fire 
missions, for example, it may be desirable to simulate initial 
fire commands plus calls indicating that rounds have been fired. 

(3) The original and revised tasks are described in terms of 
the requirements to operate the equipment of the radar. There was 
no apparent effort to integrate these requirements with the 
tactical function of the radar operator in combat. The present 
tasks should be evaluated to determine if they accurately and 
completely describe operators tasks in terms of this function. If 
the present tasks are not descriptive of this function, further 
revising of the task list is required. 

- 
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16. Tranaalt a TACFIRE message. 

a. Analysis: The original task statement appears to be 
adequate. 

b. Revised Task Statement: None. 

c. Field Data: Field data were not collected on this task 
because TACFIRE was not used during OT II. 

d. Additional Comment:    None. 
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21.    Prepare radar set AN/TPQ-36 for moveaent by gamagoat. 

a. Analysis:    This original task statement seened to be 
adequate. 

b. Revised Task Statement:    None. 

c. Field Data:    Data collected during OT 11 indicate that 
this statement describes a task in which operators participate. 
This task is a cr<>w task as opposed to a task performed by an 
individual. 

d. Additional  Comment:    None. 
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APPENDIX P 

ORGANIZATIONAL MAIN'IENANCE TASKS: 
SELECTED VALIDATION DATA 

The original Appendix D contains the analysis, revised task state- 
ment, field data, and additional comments for all organizational malnte- 
imce tasks in the original list {as given In Appendix A).  This origi- 
nal appendix is on file at ARI-Benmng.  Presented herein are four t.asku, 
selected to provide the reader with examples of the detailed validation 
study results. 
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a.      Analysis:    Examination of accompanying training analysis 
materials Indicated that the original task statement does not 
completely describe the tasks embraced by It.    These materials 
suggested that this statement was Intended to Include both loading 
the test and taking indicated corrective actions. 

Additional Comments: 

Perform the off-line signal processor fault isolation test. 

b. Revised Task Statement:    Load and start the off-line 
signal processor fault isolation tests.    Perform corrective 
actions indicated by failure messages. 

c. Field Data:    Data collected during OT II suggest that this 
statement describes a task performed by an organizational-level 
mechanic. 

(1) As presently written, test loading, fault detection, and 
fault correction are included In a single task.    These should be 
separated Into separate tasks If the knowledges and skills 
required to perform one task (for example,  loading)  are judged to 
differ substantially from those required to perform another task 
(for example,  corrective actions). 

(2) Whether this task is to be performed by operators as 
well as organizational-level mechanics needs to be determined. 
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10.    Perform the clutter rejection without  transmitter off-line 
fault detection test. 

a. Analysis:    The original task statement appeared adequate. 

b. Revised Task Statement:    None. 

c. Field Data:    This task was performed by the organiza- 
tional-level mechanic during OT II. 

d. Additional  Comment:    Whether this task Is to be performed 
by operators as well as organizational-level mechanics should be 
determined. 

I 
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35.    Perform the replacement and alignment procedures of the 
shelter power distribution system. 

a.     Analysis:    The original task statement seemed to describe 
several sets of performances that should be considered to be 
separate tasks. 

b. Revised Task Statement:    The following three task 
statements were developed: 

(1) Use the power distribution diagrams to Isolate power 
distribution problems. 

(2) Replace power supplies in the shelter power supply 
assembly. 

(3) Align power supplies in the shelter power supply 
assembly. 

c. Field Data:    Although the tasks referenced by the revised 
task statements were not performed prior to or during the primary 
data-collection period,  they appeared to be recognized as tasks by 
the organizational-level mechanic. 

d. Additional Comment:    There are several different power 
supplies in the shelter power distribution system.    As it will 
impact on further training development, it should be determined 
whether the replacement and alignment of each type of power supply 
should be viewed as a separate task. 
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APPENDIX   E 

DS/GS   TASKS:      SELECTED  VALIDATION   DATA 

The   original   Appendix  E contains   the  analysis,   revised  task state- 
ment,   field data,   and additional  comments   for all  DS/GS  tasks   in the 
original   list   (ae  given  in Appendix A).     This original   appendix is  on 
file at  ARI-Benning.     Presented herein  are   four  ta^ks,   selected to   pro- 
vide the   reader with examples of  the  detailed validation study results. 
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4.      Check power supplies and power distribution panels In the 
common shelter to determine If they are functioning properly, 

a.      Field Data: 

(1) Perfomance of this task by the DS/GS sechanlo was neither observed nor reported. 

(2) The DS/GS mechanic Indicated that this statement 
describes a task of the organizational-level mechanic. 

b.      Additional Comment:    It should be determined whether this 
statement describes a task of the organizational-level mechanic, 
the DS/GS mechanic, or both.     It Is likely that the statement 
describes performances relevant to both echelons of maintenance. 
That Is, these performances may constitute a task for the 
organizational-level mechanic, for the DS/GS mechanic; they may be 
procedures undertaken as part of task number 3« 
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7-      Repair the line printer. 

«•      Field Data: 

task during^T0!!08 BeChanl0 ^^ th*t h- h-d ****-* thla 

«echaiii JS^^ "%**•** *-«■.  the DS/GS 
(»ee Appendix F) ^«tlvely »ore difficult to learn 

b.      Additional Comnent:    None. 

) 
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27.     Remove and  install azimuth drive assembly 2A1A207. 

a. Field Data: 

(1) This task was performed  by the organizational-level 
mechanic during OT II. 

(2) The organizational-level  nechanic and DS/GS meohanio 
provided conflicting reports as to  the level  of maintenance 
responsible for this task.     Specifically, each mechanic  indicated 
that   the other mechanic is responsible for replacement of this 
assembly. 

b. Additional Comment:     Whether this statement describes a 
'ask  of the organizational-level mechanic or  DS/GS mechanic needs 
to be determined.    DRP TM 1 l-SSlJO-SSM-S1«-^ (October,  1976) 
Indicates  that   this is a DS/GS-level  task. 

i 
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60.    Isolate faults in the bean steering unit using the beam 
steering unit off-line  fault detection test. 

a. Field Data: 

(1) Performance of this task by the DS/GS mechanic was 
neither observed nor reported. 

(2) It was reported by both mechanics that this task is the 
responsibility of the organizational-level mechanic. 

b. Additional Comment:    As the allocation of maintenance 
functions is understood, both the organizational-level mechanic 
and DS/GS mechanic have responsibilities for troubleshooting the 
beam steering unit.    The principal method available to the 
organizational-level mechanic  is the beam steering unit off-line 
fault detection test,  and he would conduct this test as first 
echelon maintenance.    Depending on the results of this test,  DS/GS 
support would be called.    The DS/GS mechanic would then use the 
beam steering unit test plus less automated methods to Isolate the 
fault.    Based on this understanding, the present task statement 
does tend to describe an organizational-level task.    It would 
describe a task of the DS/GS mechanic If it were revised so that 
in addition to the beam steering unit test, the methods used by 
thu DS/GS mechanic to supplement this test were also described in 
it. 
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APPENDIX   F 

SUMMARY  OF   RESPONSES  TO   SURVEY  INSTRUMENTS 

Table   F-1 

Summary of  Responses to Operator Questionnaire 

TMk Occur- 
rence 

Difficulty3 Training 
Location 

School5 

Training 
Required 

Perform radar set start procedures. Yee 1.8 S/OJT c 

Load the operational progru. Yes l.S S/OJT s 

Load and execute th« Initialization 
progran. Yes 2.4 S/OJT s 

Return to the Inltlcatlon program. Yes 2.0 S/OJT s 

Rewind the mag tape unit. Yes 2.2 S/OJT s 

Operate and load t'.e high apeed 
line printer. Yes 2.2 S/OJT s 

Enable the line printer to print 
all initialization date. Yes 2.0 S/OJT s 

N-5 for most items. 
2 
Yes and No designate whether respondents indicated thet the task had or had not» 
respectively, been performed during OT II. 

3 
Figures represent the average rated difficulty of the task on a 5-point scsle from 
l-easy to 5-dlfflcult. 
Modal responses concerning whether training for the task should be conducted in 
school (S), partly    In school and partly through OJT (S/OJT), or through OJT 
only (OJT) are presented.    Responses to several tasks were bl-modal. 

Modal responses concerning the type of school training required for a task are 
presented.    £ indicates that most respondents believed thet school training 
should provide enough practice to allow skillful performance of the task. 
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Table F-1   (cont'd) 

mm 

TMk Occur- 
rence 

Difficulty3 Training4 

Location 
School5 

Training 
Required 

Sto* Ch« antenna for ahutdown or 
•alntenanca. Yea 1.6 S/OJTj 

OJT 
S 

Inatall a asp en Che vaapona 
location unit. Tea 2.4 S/OJT; 

OJT 
S 

DaCaralaa the higheat and lovaat 
terrain elcvadona en a nap 
prepared for inatallatlon on 
the waapoaa location unit. 

Yea 2.4 S/OJT S 

Perfora radar aet atop procedure!. Yea 2.0 S/OJT S 

Conduct typical friendly contact 
operation aequencea froa entry 
(or change) of correct friendly 
fire paraaetera to tranaalaalon 
of TACFIRE aaaaegee. 

Yea 2.4 S/OJT S 

Return the radar to the hoatllc 
node of operation after having 
eoapleted friendly fire alaalon«. 

Yea 1.8 S/OJT; 
OJT 

S 

Enable the line printer to 
print fire aearch control 
paraaetera. 

Yea 1.8 S/OJT s 

Enable proceaalng of hoatlle-flre 
locations through target averaging Yea 1.8 S/OJT S 
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Table F-1   (cont'd) 

TMk Occur- 
rence 

Difficulty3 Training 
Location 

School 
Training 
Required 

Procaaa a heatlla targat for 
tranaaloalen of TACVIU through 
■anual halght adjuataant 
tachnlquaa. 

Yea 2.2 S/OJT S 

Procaaa a hoatlla targat for 
tranaalaalon to TACFIRE through 
uaa of COURSE and PINE adjuat- 
■ant atrltehlaapa. 

Yea 3.0 S/OJT s 

Dlaplay a heatlla-flr« location 
that had baan paraanontly 
•torad In aaaury. 

Yaa 1.8 S/OJT 1 

Dalata a currandy dlaplayad 
hoatlla-flra  location, a alngla 
panMnantly atorad location, or 
a ranga of paraanantly atorad 
locatlona. 

Yaa 1.8 S/OJT. 
OJT 

S 

Bnabla tha Una prlntar to print 
all or aalaetod hoatlla-flra 
locatlona that hava baan 
procaaaad for atoraga. 

Yaa 1.8 S/OJT; 
OJT 

s 

Dataraina tha halght of a 
location dlaplayad on a aap 
on tha weapona location unit. 

Yaa 2.0 S/OJT s 

Salact tha araa to be covered by 
and antar a priority son«. Yaa 2.2 S/OJT s 

Select tha araa to be covered by 
and antar a cenaor cone. Yaa 2.2 S/OJT S 
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Table F-1   (cont'd) 

 1 1 

Task Occur- 
rence 

Difficulty3 Training 
Location 

School5 

Training 
Required 

Dalato a tone  (either priority 
or center). Yes 2.2 S/OJT S 

Print tha coordinate« of zones 
stored In tha computer. Yes 2.0 S/OJT s 

Display on tha B-acopa priority 
tones stored in tha coaputar. Yes 2.0 S/OJT; 

OJT 
s 

Displsy on tha B-acopa censor 
«ones stored in tha coaputar. Yes 2.0 S/OJT; 

OJT 
s 

Detect the occurrence of 
jaaalng through observation 
of tha B-scopa. 

Yas 2.8 S/OJT s 

Datsralne tha asiauth of a 
jaaaing source by enabling 
operation of tha Jaa atroba. 

Yes 2.0 S/OJT; 
OJT 

s 

Tranaalt a TACFIRE aaaaaga.6 No - - - 

Conduct radio/telephone 
cooaunlcationa In accordance 
with accepted radio/telephone 
procedures. 

Yea 2.6 S/OJT s 

Prepare radar aat AN/TPQ-3« 
for operation under unusal 
cllaatic conditions. 

Yea 2.4 S/OJT; 
OJT 

s 

6,.,»,—                       ,       ...       „-. .. TACFIRE vat not employed during OT II. 
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Table F-1   (cont'd) 

Taak Occur- 
rence 

Difficulty3 Training 
Location 

School5 

Training 
Required 

instill «nd operate ch« portabla 
air conditioner aultnble for 
uae with tho AN/T»Q-36.' 

No - - - 

Raaove, clean, and r« Ina tall 
all air filter« on Ch« 
ahaltar and trailer. 

Yea 2.0 St 
S/OJT 

s 

Parfon eh« line printer 
porforaance t«at. Yea l.S S/OJT s 

Parfon operator/crew maintenance 
In accordance with Inatructtona 
In the current DEP TM 
11-5840-354-12. 

Yet 2.2 S/OJT S 

Prepare radar aet AN/TPQ-36 for 
■ovcMnt by gaaagoat. Yea 1.8 S/OJT S 

Prepare and raaove the «heiter 
fro« the gaaagoat.B Mo - - 

Parfon Inatructlona  for 
Inatallatlon of radar «at 
AN/TPQ-36 fro* gaMtgoat. 

Yea 2.2 S/OJT s 

The air conditioner had not been uaed during OT II. 

■ 
Thla taak had not been p«rformed ■« part of OT II.    One reapondant indicated 
that ha had perforaed it, however. 
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Taak 

T-bl« P-t   (cont'd) 

"USA KÄ5-» 'or 
1 ««qulr.d 

No 

No 

Parfora gentrator ■ cart lag and 
■topping procedural. 

D«t«ralM grid coordlnata« for a 
radar alt« that waa not pravloualy aurvarad. 

Oataralna tha boraalfht rafaranca 
aagla for a radar »tea that waa 
not pravloualy aurvayad. 

Control and aonltor tha traaaalttar 
atatua raaotaly.10 

Yaa 

Yaa 

Taa 

Vaa 

Yaa 

S/OJT 

SjS/OJTj 
OJT 

10, * r~**mt  raporcj 
"••Ponaaa by tha thr— 
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Table   F-2 

Responses to Organizational Maintenance Questionnaire 

Tart Occurrence Laarnlag 
Difficulty 

Training4 

Location 

»    "1 
School3     j 
Training 
M^uired 

Exacut« tha pregraa load 
dlapioatlc troublaihootlnt 
procadure. 

Yea 3 S/OJT s 

Load and axacuta tha cantral 
procaaaor confldanca taat. Yea J S/OJT r 

Load and axacuta tha nanory 
coaputar confldanca taat. Mo 1 S/OJT F           | 

Load and axacuta tha IOC 
eonputar confldanca taat. No 3 S/OJT r        1 

Load and axacuta tha additional 
options conputar confldanca 
taat. 

No 3 S/OJT p        j 

Cycle a eenputar confidence 
teat. No 3 8/OJT '        1 

N-l for all Itana. 

''Yea and No dealgnate whether tha respondent  Indicated that the taak had or had not, 
raapectlvely, been parforaed during OT II. 

Figures represent the rated difficulty of learning to parfora tha  task on a five- 
potnt ecala, where 1-very eaay and S-vary difficult to learn. 
Rasponaas concerning whether training for the taak should be conducted in school 
(S), partly In school end partly through OJT (S/OJT), or through OJT only (OJT) 
are presented. 

Responeee concerning the type of school training required for e taak are preeented. 
F and S indicate that tha reapondent believed that school training ahould provide 
enough practice so thet the atudent, reapcctlvely, is feaillar with how to perfon 
the taak or can perfon 1c skillfully.    T Indicates that the reapondent believed 
that the atudent should aiapiy be told about tha task and how to do It. 
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Tabl, 
F~2   fcont'd) 

Taak 

Lo««' the off.»«... ~ :::===: 

Procdur«. ",<,rt  load 

5 SSS ?***!!£* 
**rtoru the u..„ 

delude t^in. •"on *•■».  to 

P^ntout./d^«" 1« 

Conduct  the  H — 

CO"«ctlve action,. ""•^ 

Conduct the b*,» 

to Includ, taL! rr10"   ^«t. Co"«ceiv. gg,^ «c....^ 

to delude titn!
trrlon *•«. 

^rr!!tiv!^^n.c....;y 

Lo*<l and atar» 
f^r (output; ^ f^awtt.,. 
«•ol-tlon t„t    

ff'lln*  f-ult 

'   Wlculty 

No 

Yes 

Yaa 

Yea 

S/OJT 

S/OJT 

S/OJT 

S/OJT 

S/OJT 

S/OJT 

Yaa 

S/OJT 

r 
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Table F-2   (cont'd) 

 J 

Task Occurrence 

>— 

Learning 
Difficulty 

,  

Training 
Location 

■ School 
Training 
Required   1 

In accordance with rasult« of 
tha tranamlttar pouar off-Una 
fault laelatlon tatt, use tha 
Trana«lttar Troublaahootlng 
Dlagraa  (DEP TM 11-5WO-354-12, 
Oct.   76)   to diagnose prob leas 
and  ldentlfy(nacesssry 
correctloos.   •' 

No 

, .—- 

S/OJT » 

Conduct tha phase detector off- 
Una faule detection test, to 
Include taking necessary 
corrective actions. 

Tee 4 S/OJT 1 

Perfor» the clutter rejection 
without traaaalttar off-Una 
fault detection test. 

Tee 3 S/OJT S 

Perfora Che clutter rejection 
with tranenltter off-line 
fault detection test. 

Yea 3 S/OJT s    i 

Load and start the B-acope off- 
Una  fault detection test. 

Yea 2 S/OJT s 

Conduct Che antenna stsblllty 
off-line  fault detection test, 
to Include taking necesssry 
corrective actions. 

Yea 2 S/OJT s           | 

Load and start the gsnsral 
■alntenaacs off-line fault 
detection teat. 

Yea 2 S/rjT F             1 

Select and execute the program 
functions that can be enabled 
through the general aslntsnance 
off-line fault detection test. 

No 3 S/OJT f             I 
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Table  F-2   (cont'd) 

TASW 
2 Occurrence 

Learning 
Difficulty 

Training 
Location 

School 
Training 
Required 

Perfora the  AN/UYK-13 Computer 
turn-on procedure. '.'es 2 S/OJT P 

Perfora the   AN/UYK-1S Computer 
central proceaaor dlagnoitlc 
troubleshooting procedure. 

No 3 S/OJT P 

Perfora the  computer memory 
diagnostic   troubleshootlnR 
operating procedure. 

No 3 S/OJT V 

Parf'va the  computpr IOC 
dltg.. itlc  troubleahootlng 
proccturc. 

No 3 S/OJT F 

Perfora the  computer Additional 
optlona diagnostic trouble- 
ahootlng operating procedure. 

No 3 S/OJT F 

Perfora the  coaputer power 
protection and autoaatlc 
recove.y dlagnoatlc  trouble- 
shooting operating procedures. 

No 3 S/OJT F 

Perfora the  computpr meaory 
resume  Interrupt  diagnostic 
troubleahootlng operating 
procedure. 

No 3 S/OJT F 

Use the power distribution 
dlagraaa to  Isolate power 
distribution problems.   ' 

No 3 S/OJT F 

Replace power  supplies In the 
shelter  power  supply assembly. No 3 S/OJT F 
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Table  F-2   (cont'd) 

»" 

Tusk Oi-i-urronic 
l.c.u iilu;'. 
Dinii-ulty 

Trslalng 
Un-ar Ion 

School 
Tr.ilnlnr. 
Kemiiivil    ' 

Align power »uiplle» In the 
■h«lt«r power supply •■•eri)ly. No 3 S/OJT r 

RrpUc«  11M  printer  UIAIOS. Yes 4 S/OJT s          | 

ItepUc«  lino printer UIAIOS 
bclta. No 4 S/OJT F 

Adjust  ths evsnnsss and density 
of ehe line printer's printouts 
by aligning the haMsrs. 

Yes 3 S/OJT S             j 

Replace B-ecope  IA1A104. No 3 S/OJT r 

Adjuet the pattern displayed on 
B-scope  IA1A104 by aligning ths 
B-scope. 

No 3 S/OJT F             | 

Replace  the  power  suppllen  In 
the eynchronlter and bean 
ateerlng aaeeably. 

No 3 S/OJT F             i 

Replace blower 2A1A202A4I1 In 
the eynchronlter and beaa 
ateerlng aaseably. 

No 4 S/OJT F             | 

Align power supplies In the 
synchroniser and bean steering 
aeseably. 

No 4 S/OJT F             \ 

Replace  Iteme Metering circuit 
card.  Inverter regulator, and 
power suppllea In the trans- 
mitter low voltage subasssmbly. 

No 4 S/OJT '              'l 

 :  
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T.bl,  r-2   (cont'd) 

Taak 

Align poMvr •uppll«a In th« 
tranaalttar low voltage 
aubaaaonbly. 

Rapine« ttana—KF convortar 
aaaaably,  fraquancy nultlpllar 
aaaanbly. oacillator aaaanblla*. 
and pownr auppllaa—In tha 
racalvor-axcltar aaaonbly. 

Align pevar auppltaa, DC balance, 
«id gain balanca In tha racalvar- 
axcltor naaanbly. 

Rapine« povar aupplloa In tha 
trallar aaaanbly. 

_ 2    laarnlng 

No 

No 

Yaa 

No 

No 

Yaa 

Align Itana In tha algnal 
procaanor. 

Parlor« tha AN/UYK-IS coaputar 
Inltlaltiatlon diagnostic 
troublaahootlng oparatlng 
procadura. 

Parfor« th« AN/ITYK-IS con^utar 
NDRO taat prograa. 

In accordance with organlaatlonal 
pravantlva nalntananca  Inatruc- 
tlona, chock all parta of tha 
Una printer for abnoraal «war or       Yaa 
danag« and for proper nechanlcal 
and electric«! functioning. 
Clean tha line printer aa 
paracrlbed. 

No 

A      School3 

Training        Tralnln» 
Location        R.quire5 

S/OJT 

S/OJT 

S/OJT 

S/OJT 

S/OJT 
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Table r-2   (cont'd) 

Task Occurrence 
Learning 
Difficulty 

Training 
Location 

School 
Training 
Required 

Visually inspect for and, If 
necessary, clean the trans- 
■ittsr aapllflar for dust 
acctaulatlon on voltage bushlaga 
and surrounding coaponants. 

Yes 2 S/OJT F 

Inspect systaa cables for 
physical daasae, cute, breaks, 
and broken or loose connector* 
and connections. 

Yes 1 S/OJT F 

Inspect and. If necaesary, clean 
or replace light fixtures in the 
shelter interior. 

Yes 2 S/OJT F 

In accordance with organliational 
preventive aaintenanca laatruc- 
tlons, check and, if necessary, 
clean shelter blowara and filters 

Yes 2 S/OJT F 

In accordance with organliational 
preventive mlntanance Instruc- 
tions, cheek end, if neressary, 
clean treiler blowers and filters 

Yes 2 S/OJT F 

In accordance with organliational 
preventive aalntenance instruc- 
tions, check sad aaintain ths 
trailer tripod aaaenbly. 

Yes 2 S/OJT F 

Check the antenna radoea for 
deanllneaa and. If necessary, 
clean it aa prescribed In 
organliational preventive 
aalntenance inatructiona. 

Yes 2 S/OJT F 

Check and aaintain all aystaa 
psasls so that they are free free 
defective controls, feulty Isaps, 
and dl-.t. 

Yes 1 S/OJT F 
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Table F-2  (cont'd) 

mm— 

           .... 

Task Occurrence 
Learning 
Difficulty 

Training* 
Location 

School^ 
Training 
Required 

Call direct support to test 
Itsas as prescribed in 
organisational preventive 
■slntsnance instructions. 

Yes 1 S/OJT T 

Record running tiM of Halted 
life itsiis.and notify sit« 
coaundsr of which Itsas should 
ba replaced as prescribed  in 
organisational preventive 
maintenance  instructions. 

Yes 2 S/OJT r 

Flush ths core of the coaputer's 
asnory. Yes 3 S/OJT s 

Remove and replace shelter 
blower 1A1A101B1.   •' No 4 S/OJT r 

Remove and replace shelter blower 
fan 1A1A101B2. No 4 S/OJT r 

Remove end replace  the awltchlamp 
for ths peripheral device 
controller and ths weapons 
location unit. 

No 3 S/OJT r 

Remove and replscc  ths mag tape 
electronic assesbly. No 3 S/OJT f 

Remove and replace  the nag tape 
transport assembly. Yss 2 S/OJT r 

Remove end replete  ths computer 
set procsssor aasembly.^ No - S/OJT T 
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Table F-2   (cont'd) 

Task Occurrence 
I parnlnis 
Difficulty 

Training* 
Location 

School5 

Training 
Required 

Vo 
RiTKive and  repJ u-e  t .■   computer 
Mt  moraorv  asscmhlv.^ - S/OJT r 

Remove  and  replace   telephone 
rA-A3/PT. No 2 S/OJT f 

Remove and  raplace  telephone 
TA-312/PT. No 2 S/OJT r 

Remove  and  replace  radio aft 
.VN/VRC-47. No 2 S/OJT F 

Ren»ve  and  replaro >• lower 
motor 2A1A203A2B1. No 4 S/OJT 

  
F 

he  respondent  did not   recall  the difficulty of   learning to perform these task«. 

I'erformance  of  these  tasks was observed after  the mechanic had  already reaponded 
o the survev   instrument. 
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Table F-3 

Summary of Responses to DS/GS 
Maintenance Questionnaire 1 

Taak Occur roiH-f- 
Learning _ 
Difficulty 

Training^ 
Location 

School 
Training,. 
Required 

Identify the teat equipment 
required to perform DS/CM 
■alntanance on the AN/TPQ- 
36 radar. 

Yea 4 S/OJT D/K 

Ute scheaatlc diagram» to 
Identify the componenta of 
the AN/TPQ-36 radar and 
their relationships. 

YüS 3 S T/D 

Uae acheaatlc diagrams and 
manual teat equipment to 
Isolate faulte In the connon 
shelter power distribution 
button syatem. 

No 3 S T/D 

1 
N-l for all  Items. 

Yes and No designate wh-thcr the DS/OS mechanic  Indicated that he had or had not, 
r. ipectlvely, performed the taak prior to or during the primary data-collection period. 

Figures represent  the rated difficulty of learning to perform the taak on a flve- 
p^lnt  scale,  where  1-very easy to learn and 5-very difficult to  learn. 
k 

Responses concerning whether training for the taak should be conducted in school (S), 
irtlv in school and partly through OJT (S/OJT), or through OJT only (OJT) are presented. 

Responses concerning the type of school training required for a taak are presented. 
T  and £ indicate that the DS/GS  mechanic believed that school training should provide 
enough practice so that the student, respectively, is familiar with how to perform the 
taak or can perform it skillfully. T and D Indicate that the mechanic believed. 
respectively, that the student ahould simply be told about the taak or that per- 
formance of the taak ahould be demonstrated to the student. 
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Table F-3  (cont'd) 

Task Occurrence 
Learning , 
Difficulty^ 

Training^ 
Location 

School 
Training, 
Required 

Check power supplies and 
power distribution panels 
in the comson shelter to 
decenlne if they are 
functioning properly. 

No 2 S T 

Replace malfunctioning 
power supplies in the 
common shelter. 

No 1 OJT — 

Adjust power supplies In 
the coiriwn shelter using 
the multimeter. 

No 1 OJT   

Repair the line printer. Yes A S/OJT T/D 

Identify faults In the 
weapons location unit 
using the weapons location 
unit fault Isolation test 
and tents conducted with 
manual equipment. 

No 3 S/OJT T/D/F 

Remove and Install the 
servo aiq>llfler of the 
weapons location unit. 

No 3 OJT — - 

Remove and Install the 
display encoder of the 
weapons location unit. 

No 3 OJT   

Remove and install the 
servo motor nf the weapons 
location unit. 

No 2 OJT   

I 
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Table P-3 (cont'd) 

TJsk Occurrence 
Learning    , 
Difficulty 

Training 
Location 

School 
Training, 
Required 

Remove and   Install  the 
nuaerlc aid alphameric 
LED of the weapons 
location  unit. 

No 1 OJT — 

Rencve  and   Install  the 
easting lamp  of  the 
weapons  location unit. 

No 1 O.IT — 

Perform the map drun 
northing alignment  of  the 
weapons  location unl». 

No 3 S/OJT T/D/r 

Isolate  faults  In the AN/ 
UT1M5 conputer using 
prescribed dlagn^tlc 
troubleshooting procedures 
and tests. 

No 4 S/OJT T/D/F 

Replace defective wire« 
using the temlpolnt 
■ethod of wire replacement 

No 2 S/OJT T/D/F/S 

Adjust   the  computer 
power supply. No 3 S T/D/F 

Isolate  faults  In  the 
signal processor using 
the off-line  signal 
processor  fault   isolation 
tests, manual  test 
equipment,  and schematic 
diagrams. 

Yes 4.5 S/OJT T/D/F/S 
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Table P-3  (cont'd) 

Task 
2 Occurrence 

Learning     . 
niftlculty 

Training, 
Location 

School 
Training, 
Required 

i  

Align thr  clock oscillator 
card In the signal 
processor. 

No 4 S/O.T T/D/F 

Align the  In-phase  timing, 
quadrature timing,  and 
reference supplv 
calibration of  the 
A/D converter. 

No A S/OJT T/D/F 

Conduct   the antenna 
tempetaturo  converter 
test. 

No 3 S T/F 

Conduct   the  antenna 
status,  near-field probe 
test. 

No U S/OJT T/D/F 

Remove  and  Install   the 
antenna phase  shifter. No 4 S/OJT T/D/F 

Determine the stability of 
the antenna  positioning 
systi-m by conducting manual 
tests  and the  antenna 
stability off-line  fault 
detect ion  test. 

No 2 S/OJT T/D/F 

Adjust  the azimuth encoder. Yes 3 S/OJT D/F 

Align  'he  tilt  sensor. No 3 S/OJT T/D/F 

Remove ami   Install  azimuth 
drive  assembly  2AIA207. No 

.     ... 
2 OJT   
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Table  P-3   (cont'd) 

■Ml Uccurrenc« 
Learn in« , 
Difficulty 

Training, 
Location 

School 
Training, 
Required 

Reaove «id Inst.i'l azli»ith 
encoder 2  IA208. No 4 P/OJT T/o/r 

Remove and Install tilt 
sensor 2Al.»20.'A2, No 3 OJT — 

Remove and Install antenna 
elevation actuator 
2A1A210Z1. 

No 3 S/OJT T/D 

Use »rhen.it U dlagran^ 
to Isolate tault* in tlie 
transnltter. 

No 4 S/OJT T/D/r 

Remove «.»d Install 
transmitter fault processor 
circuit card 2A1A203AU2A1. 

No 2 OJT   

Reaove and install trans- 
■Itter cathode regulator 
2A1A203A2A2. 

No 2 OJT   

Remove and Install trans- 
mitter crowbar assembly 
1AU203A2A4. 

No 2 OJT   

Remove and Instdll trans- 
mitter crowbar assembly 
trigger card 2A1A203A2A4A1. 

No 2 OJT   

Remove .md inst.ill voltage 
divider 2A1A203A2A3. No 2 S/OJT T/D/r 
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Table F-3   (cont'd) 

I 

Task Ocrurranc« 
Learning . 
DlfflcultyJ 

Training, 
Location 

School 
Training, 
Required 

Reoove and install floating 
deck circuit card 
2A1A203AJA6. 

No 2 S/OJT T/D/F 

Reaove anl Install 
Isolation power trans- 
former 2\1A203A2T3. 

No 2 S/OJT T/D/F 

Remove and install pulse 
modulator 2A1A203A2AS. No 2 S/OJT T/D/F 

Remove •wJ Install pulse 
anplif li r card 
2A1A201«UA5A1. 

No 2 S/OJT T/D/F 

Remove and Install tut 
amplifier and power supply 
2A1A203A2A9. 

No 3 S/OJT T/D/F 

Remove .ind Install twt 
pulse ampllller 
2A1A203A2V1. 

No 2 S/OJT T/D/F 

Remove and install 
inverter transformer 
assemblv 2A1A203A2A1. 

No 1 S/OJT T/D/F 

Remove .md install microwave 
assemblv receiver protector 
2A1A2057.1. 

No 2 S/OJT T/O/F 

Boresiglit radar set 
AN/TPQ- J6. No 2 S/OJT T/D/F 

«tti   ihi I   
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Table F-3  (cont'd) 

I 

Tank 
2 

Oi cunence 
Learning . 
Difficulty 

School 
Training  Training, 
Location    R?<;uired 

Remove and install 
boresight i-lescope 
2AU202A3. 

No 3 S T/D/F 

Align boresight telescope 
2A1A202A3. No 3 S T/D/F 

Align spirit levels. No 2 S T/D 

Align phaae shifter 
drive curient. No 3 S/OJT T/D/F 

Zero the ion pump current 
meter in fault prooisor 
circuit card 2A1A203A1A2A1. 

No 2 S/OJT T/D/F 

Zero the twt cathode current 
nster in fault processor 
circuit card 2A1A203A1A2A1. 

No 2 S/OJT T/D/F 

Adjust the detect RF fault 
level (RFA1 RF OUT, RAA2 
RF OUT, and HI VSWR) on 
fault processor circuit 
card 2A1A203A1A2A1. 

No 3 S/OJT T/D/F 

Make initial settings for 
the high voltage (high 
voltage overvoltage, 
cathode voltage window, 
collector voltage window) 
on fault processor circuit 
card 2A1A203AU2A1, 

No 3 S/OJT T/D/F 
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Table F-3   (cont'd) 

Task Occurrence 
Learning    - 
Dif/lculty 

iralnlng. 
Location 

School 
Training. 
Required 

Adjust  fltatlng deck 
circuit ca'd 2A1A203A2A6 
(grid puls,   voltage,  twt 
fllanent voUa^e, apd 
filament fault window). 

No 3 S/OJT T/D/F 

Preadjusr the peak current 
In  Inverter regulator 
2A1A203A1A3. - 

3 S/OJT T/D/F 

Adjust  »he twt RF-Boderator 
pulse coincidence of  fault 
processor circuit card 
2A1A203ALA2A1  (RF TO ON 
TRIG DLY, ON VO OFF TRIG 
DLY,  and TRin VOIDTH). 

■ 

No 3 S/OJT T/D/F 

Make  final adjustments of 
the RFA2 twt drive,  RFA2 
twt  RF drive   (output 
power),  and inverter 
regulator stability. 

No 3 S/OJT T/D/F 

Replace clock generator 
card 2A1A202A4A2A27. No 4 S/OJT T/D/F 

Align clock generator 
card 2A1A202A6A2A27. No 3 S/OJT T/D/F 

Isolate faults In the 
beam steering unit using 
Che beam steering unit 
off-line fault detection 
test. 

No 2 S/OJT T/D/F 

91 
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Table F-3   (cont'd) 
I 

Task Occurrence 
Lesrnlng    . 
Difficulty 

Tralnlng/ 

Location 

School 
Training. 
Required 

Uae achenatlc dlagraw« 
and aanual  tests 
equlpnent to Isolate 
faults  In the trailer 
power distribution 
panel. 

No 2 S/OJT T/D 

Determine If power 
supplies on the  trailer 
are functioning  properly. 

No 2 S/OJT r/r 

Remove  and Install power 
supplier  on the  trailer. No 1 OJT — 

Adlust   power supplies  on 
the trailer. No 1 OJT — 

Check all cables In the 
AN/TPQ-36 system to 
determine If they are 
functioning properly. 

Yes 1 OJT — 

Repair or replace 
defective cables In the 
AN/TPq-36 system. 

Yes 2 8/OJT Tim 

Align the receiver/exciter. Yes 2 S/OJT T/D/F 

Isolate  faults in the 
■ynchronlier. No 3 S/OJT T/D/F 

^^l^^L. ■   ■  aa*< ^i^M 


